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Vimar end-user license contract

VIMAR SPA located in Marostica (VI), Viale Vicenza n. 14 (http://www.vimar.com), sole owner of the software named “Software Well-Contact Suite Office”, 
through this contract grants the license of use of the aforementioned program. 

VIMAR SPA shall not be held liable for any damage caused by improper use of the aforementioned software, in particular for direct or indirect damage to 
persons, property, and/or animals due to economic loss that may occur as a result of the use of the software. 

VIMAR SPA reserves the right to make any changes to improve the function of the aforementioned software without advance notice. 

It is prohibited to modify, translate, adapt, or create applications based on the aforementioned software, without previous written consent from VIMAR. 

The user must verify the suitability of the program to his needs, and interpret the results to verify the consequences of the choices of design made. 

All risks concerning the results and performance of the program are assumed by the user. 

VIMAR SPA holds the exclusive property right of the software.

Unauthorized duplication of the program is prohibited.

It is expressly forbidden to modify, translate, fit, change, disassembly in any way or to create by-products from the software.

The user is to be held responsible not to eliminate any information of the software relevant to the Copyright.

The software are protected under the Copyright laws in force in Italy and foreseen by the International treaties, therefore, any activity realized in contrast with 
what is stated above, will be prosecuted at the right place.

VIMAR SPA
Viale Vicenza, 14
36063 Marostica VI - Italy
http://www.vimar.com

Microsoft, Windows, Vista and Media Center are Microsoft Corporation trademarks in the USA and/or other countries. 

http://www.vimar.com
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Software start up

To start up the software double click the Well-Contact Suite software icon on the Windows desktop. 

Alternatively you can use the link to the Well-Contact Suite software application, included in the Windows Programs menu, as shown in the picture below.  

NOTE: For the operation of Well-Contact Suite software, the hardware key that came with the software itself must be plugged to the computer where it's 
been installed.
In the event that the Well-Contact Suite software does not detect the presence of a hardware key compatible with the software you are trying to run, an 
error message will appear as shown below.  

Make sure you have correctly plugged the hardware key that came with the software to your system. 
Pressing the "Close Program" button, the software will be closed. 
Pressing the "Continue" button the software will check again the presence of the hardware key.
The "Continue" button is then used if you want the software to check the presence of hardware key again, after having verified the presence and the correct 
insertion of the key.  

In the event that the hardware key is properly installed on your computer and is compatible with the software you are trying to run, the window for entering 
the user login information appears. 

For access to the Well-Contact Suite software by a user is necessary for a user to have been previously created by the administrator of the system. Each 
user is assigned two pieces of data necessary for access to the software (login data): User and Password. 

NOTE: If the Well-Contact Suite software has been configured to access other Well-Contact Suite servers, in the Login window, in addition to the User and 
Password fields, there is also the Server field, from which you can select the Well-Contact Suite server that you want to connect to.
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Enter your user information (in absence of such data ask your system administrator):

User: username 1

Password: password 2

After Entering the user data (user and password) press "Login" to access the Well-Contact Suite software.  
Pressing the "Exit" button closes the login window, and the Well-Contact Suite software will not be. 
When you push the "Login" button, after a few seconds the following window will appear:

1:  It is the user name that was created by the system administrator to allow for the use of the Well-Contact Suite software. Please note that the "User" field is not case sensitive, or 
does not take into account any capital letters in the alphanumeric string (This is in accordance with the operation of Windows). 

2:  For security reasons, the password characters are not displayed but are replaced by ‘•’. Please note that the "Password" field is not case sensitive, or does not take into ac-
count any capital letters in the alphanumeric string (This is in accordance with the operation of Windows). 
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Setting up the language

The Well-Contact Suite software allows you to set the language used by the program; each user can set the language independently of other users of the 
software. 

After logging in, WCS loads the language set by the user. 

To choose which language to use, click the flag displayed near the user's name on top left

After clicking it, this menu will appear

 

Pressing "Cancel" will reset the current language. If you want to change the language of the Well-Contact Suite software, simply click near the name of the 
desired language and press "Confirm". The change can be made from any screen, and will be in real time.

NOTE: The Well-Contact Suite Software uses the screens in common with the Microsoft Windows operating system; these screens will be 
linked to the installed language for the operating system, regardless of the language set in WCS.
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The user interface 

Introduction

The Well-Contact Suite software, after the opening, is shown in the following picture.
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The user interface of the Well-Contact Suite software has the following areas: 

1. Workspace.  
This area is used for carrying out the specific function of the Well-Contact Suite software.  
 

 

2. Area of   choice of software functionality.   
This is the area through which you can select and thus access the various functional sections of the Well-Contact suite software.  
It is an area common to all windows "in use" of the software, except for the "ETS Configuration" dialog. 
At any time (except when using the "ETS Configuration" dialog), you can know the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software 
where you are. 
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It is further divided into the following areas (upper and lower):  
 

 
 

a. Area for the selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections.  
It is represented by the bottom of the features area, and includes buttons that allow you to activate the related Well-Contact Suite 
software sections: Reception, Supervision, Administration, Alarms/Messages.  
At the bottom of this area is the button to exit the software (or disconnect the current user to access as another user): "Logout" 
button. 

b. Selection area of the sub-section of the current section of the software.  
It is represented by the top of the feature selection area.  Provides access to sub-sections of the functional sections of the Well-
Contact Suite software.  
Here follows the list of subsections relating to the functional sections of the Well-Contact Suite software, which will be described in 
detail in the next few chapters. 

•	 Reception Section: Reservations, Users, Card List 

•	 Supervision Section: Zone Management, Events List. 

•	 Administration section: Staff. 

•	 Alarms/Messages Section. 	

3: This section has no subsections.
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3. Area for setting any display parameters.   
This area is used in some parts of the software to set certain display parameters of the data presented in the work area.  
 

 

4. The display area of   the state of operation of the software components 
It consists of the bottom bar of the program window and contains the status indicators (indicators and text fields) of the Well-Contact Suite 
software components.  
It is a very important part of the user interface and allows to immediately identify the operating status of the software and is one of the 
diagnostic tools of the Well-Contact Suite software.  
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5. Icon to activate the configuration menu. 
Left-clicking the icon shown in the picture on top left of the Well-Contact Suite Software, you can access the configuration and utilities menu. 
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The display area of   the state of operation of the software components

As mentioned above, the area below the Well-Contact Software Suite window contains all the indicators about the operational status of the software.
This area will later be referred to as "status bar" (of the software).
The status bar of the software is visible in all the operational sections of the software, except during the "ETS Configuration" procedure. 

The status bar, starting from the left, contains the following indicators:

•	 Indicator of the status of communication between the software that manages the user interface and the part that deals with the 
management of services. 
This indicator may take the following status:

Icon Status Description 

OK Connection The communication between the "server" and the "client" is taking place properly.

Connection Problems Communication problems between the "server" and the "client".

•	 Indicator of the status of communication with the database. 
This indicator may take the following status:

Icon Status Description 

OK Connection The communication with the database is taking place properly.

Connection Problems Communication problems with the database.

•	 Indicator of the status of the capability of writing access cards. 
This indicator may take the following status:

Icon Status Description 

Cards writing feature OK The card programmer's management is taking place properly.

Cards writing feature 
partial

The software communicates with the software modules that manage the programmer but they do not com-
municate with the programmer.

Cards writing feature 
inactive

The card programmer's management is inactive.

•       Status of communications between the software that manages the user interface and the part that deals with the management of alarms.

      This indicator takes the following values  :

Icon Status Description 

OK Connection Communication with the service that deals with the management of the alarms is occurring properly.

Connection Problems Communication problems with the service that deals with the management of alarms.

•	 Displaying of the last telegram received from the KNX bus.. 
With this indicator you can see the content of the last telegram sent from the KNX bus and received by the Well-Contact Suite software.  
 

                       
 
This view is optional and can be enabled or disabled by configuration menu if you have the required privileges to access this section of the 
configuration menu (Settings -> Global Configuration Settings; "General" tab; "View the bus telegrams on the Status Bar" field) 
This feature is especially useful during the installation and configuration of the system to verify the receipt of telegrams from the KNX bus.  
Left-clicking the area where the last telegram received by the software is displayed, a window appears with a list that represents the history of the 
receipt of telegrams from the bus and received by the Well-Contact Suite software (to access this list you must have enabled the view of the last 
telegram received from the KNX bus). 
The following picture shows the "Bus Monitor" list. 
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•	 Indicator of the status of communication with the KNX bus. 
This indicator may take the following status: 

Icon Status Description 

OK Connection 
The communication between the Well-Contact Suite software and the KNX bus is taking place 
properly.

Connection in pro-
gress

The Well-Contact Suite software is trying to connect to the (hardware) interface via the KNX bus.

Connection Problems There are communication problems between the Well-Contact Suite software and the KNX.

 
•  Indicator of the status of communication with PMS.
 This indicator can assume the status explained below: 

Icon Status Description

The PMS interface is activated and the PMS interface management service is working properly.

The PMS interface is activated but the PMS interface management service is not working properly.

No icon The PMS interface is not available.
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The Reception section

Introduction

The Reception section of the Well-Contact Suite software allows the management of the following: 

•	 User data management: integration and modification of personal data of the users.  Such management is accessed from the subsection 
"Users" of the "Reception" section of the Well-Contact Suite software. 

•	 Access control (for the users) system cards management: design, programming, activation and deletion. Such management is accessed from 
the subsection "Users" of the "Reception" section of the Well-Contact Suite software.  
Note: The staff cards can be managed from the "Administration" section.

Well-Contact system access cards management

Introduction

The part of the Well-Contact system that takes care of access control consists of transponder readers (external and pocket ones), card programmer and 
cards themselves. 
Access to an environment is granted only after approval by the transponder reader that oversees that area, of a valid card, or a card whose data (access 
type and access period) coincides with that on the reader. 

Access card creation 

From the standpoint of the Well-Contact automation system management, with particular reference to access control management, to create a valid card 
that provides access to an area of the Well-Contact system with a transponder reader, you must have completed the following steps: 

1. Logical creation of the access card. Through this procedure, you create all access data to be associated with the specific card.  
The data to be defined is summarized in the following list: 

a. Access type to associate with the card: user access, staff member access (service staff, maintenance staff, medical staff…) 

b. Environments to which the card must give right of access.  It consists of the list of environments to which the card should allow 
access. 

c. Access period.  Represents the period of validity of the card. 

2. Programming of the card.  This procedure, performed by the Well-Contact Suite software through the card programmer of the Well-Contact 
system, writes on the card all data related to the access rights previously defined for the operation of "Logical creation of the access card".  
At the conclusion of this procedure, the access data are transferred to the card but the card is still not "active", or the programmed card does 
not yet allow access to the areas defined during the "Logical creation of the access card". 

3. Activation of the card.  This procedure allows to make the validity of the card effective.  It is carried out by the Well-Contact Suite software 
and does not require writing operations on the card.   
Only after having successfully completed this operation, the card allows access to the desired areas.  
 
Note: Steps 2 and 3 are executed in sequence and automatically in the Well-Contact Office Suite software, starting from the writing procedures 
and replacement of the cards.

Revoking the validity of an access card 

You can at any time revoke the access rights of a card.  With this operation, the rights of access of that card to the desired environments (and then to the 
transponder readers that control such access) are revoked.  
To revoke access rights of a card you do not physically need to reprogram the card itself, hence you can revoke the access rights even if you aren't physi-
cally in possession of the card,.  
This operation is carried out through the Well-Contact Suite software. 
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The "User Detail" window.

The "User Detail" window can be accessed in different ways:

•	 Selecting (left-clicking or touching the touch screen) the row corresponding to the desired user in the users list of the "Users" subsection. 

•	 Pressing the "New User" button in the "Users" subsection. 

•	 Inserting a card previously created and associated with a user into the programmer. 

The "User Detail" window will look as shown in the picture below (if a new user or a new reservation are created)
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After entering a user's data and related access cards, the window looks as shown in the following picture.

The window "User Detail" is divided as follows:

•	 Area for the "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections.

•	 Area of the user data/period of access validity: user personal data, period of validity of the cards, list of access cards created for the user.

•	 Selected card details area.

•	 Icon to activate the configuration menu.

The following chapters describe the above areas in detail.
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Area of "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections

This area contains buttons that can be accessed through the various sections and subsections of the Well-Contact Suite software.
At any time (except when using the "ETS Configuration" dialog), you can know the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software where you 
are.
It is an area that appears in all windows "in use" of the software, except the "ETS Configuration" dialog.
At the bottom of this area there are buttons that allow you to switch to other parts of the Well-Contact Suite software: Reception, Supervision, 
Administration, Alarms/Messages, and Logout.
At the top of this area there are buttons that allow you to access the subsections of the currently selected section.
When the "User Detail" window is active, in the space reserved for the selection of the subsections of the Reception section, the "User Detail" also 
appears to highlight the active subsection. 
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Area of user data/access validity

This area contains the information related to users, period of validity of access cards and associated cards, grouped into four sub-areas: 

•	 User status

•	 User personal data

•	 Period of validity of the access cards associated with the user.

•	 List of access cards created for the user

•	 User status
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 User status (User Detail section and access validity)

This area displays the status of the users referred to the validity of access they've been granted. 
The user can take one of the statuses in the following table: 

Status 
of the user

Graphical 
symbol 

Description 

Active
User data has been entered into the database. An access card (one or more access cards) has been cre-
ated for the user.  
It is a user who currently has at least one active access card.

Locked
All rights of access conferred to the user during the creation the cards have been revoked. The user cards 
have not been deleted but they have been disabled (You can re-activate the cards with the operation of 
"unlock").

Archive

User data has been entered into the database, and at the moment:
•	 There are no active cards in their name.
•	 The user has not an Overtime status.

It is the typical condition of a user who had at least one active card and then the access was revoked.
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User personal data 

The picture displays the area of the window reserved for entering the user personal data. This area is also divided in two parts:

•	 "Main" user data area.  
Here, you will find the following fields:

	 Last name 

	 Name 

	 Title 

	 Notes  
 
IMPORTANT: In order to enter a reservation you need to fill the "Last Name" field.

•	 "Extended" user data area.  
Here, you will find the following fields:

	 Street 

	 Post Code 

	 Prov.  (Province) 

	 City 

	 Company 
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	 Telephone  
You can set up to a maximum of three phone numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu shown in the following picture. 
 

                        

	 Mobile Phone  
You can set up to a maximum of three cellphone numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu shown in the following picture. 
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	 Fax  
You can set up to a maximum of three fax numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu shown in the following picture. 
 

                       

	 E-mail  
You can set up to a maximum of three  e-mail addresses, selectable via the drop-down menu shown in the following picture. 
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	 (Fiscal  Code). 
You can set both the fiscal code and the VAT number, selectable via the drop-down menu shown in the following picture. 
 

                       

	 C. Identity 
You can set the data of Identity Card, Passport, Driving License or any other identification document, selectable via the drop-down 
menu shown in the following picture.  
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	 Picture  
You can insert a picture of the user that will be displayed in the space shown in the following picture. 
 

                      
 
To insert a picture in this area, follow these steps:

•	 (Left) click the area of the picture as shown in the following picture.  
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The window for the picture selection appears. 
 

 

•	 Locate the photo on your computer and press the "Open" button, to set the desired picture. 
 
 
NOTE: 
The area for the user "extended" data can be hidden (minimized) pressing the "-" button located above the same area. 
 

   
 
After minimizing the extended data area, the user details area will look as shown in the picture below.  
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	 The space where extended data was displayed appears blank (by default), but you can use it to display a picture (unique for all users), 
which can be set from the "General settings" window. You can access this configuration window from "General Settings Configuration" 
in the Configuration menu (refer to chapter User Detail Background). 
This area can be used to display, for example, the logo of the accommodation. 
After selecting an image to display in that area, it will look as the one shown in the picture below. 

 
 

 
 
After being minimized, the area for the "extended" data can be made visible by pressing the "+" button located above the same area. 
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Summary table of the data that can be set for the user
Here follows a summary table of all the user data that can be entered for each user.
Please remember the Last name is a required field.  

Data Setting Area 
Last name "Main" data area

Name "Main" data area
Title "Main" data area

Notes "Main" data area
Street "Extended" data area

Post Code "Extended" data area
Prov. "Extended" data area
City "Extended" data area

Company "Extended" data area
Telephone "Extended" data area

Home Phone "Extended" data area
Office Phone "Extended" data area
Mobile Phone "Extended" data area

Personal Mobile "Extended" data area
Office Mobile "Extended" data area

Fax "Extended" data area
Staff Fax "Extended" data area
Office Fax "Extended" data area

E-mail "Extended" data area
E-mail 2 "Extended" data area

Office E-mail "Extended" data area
Fiscal Code "Extended" data area
VAT Number "Extended" data area

ID "Extended" data area
Passport "Extended" data area

Driver's License "Extended" data area
Other "Extended" data area

Picture "Extended" data area
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Period of validity of the access cards associated with the user

This area is represented in detail in the following picture. 

                            

The columns in the table have the following meaning: 

•	 Environment number.

•	 Check-in  Date of user arrival (or the beginning of validity) 
To change this information, left-click the field "Check-in", as shown in the following picture.  
 

              
 
After selecting the location shown in the previous picture the window for setting the date (year, month and day) is displayed.  Make the desired 
changes and press the "Confirm" button.  The current day is displayed inside a dark orange box, while the day to be set is highlighted by a 
light orange box. 
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•	 (Check-in) time.  Time of arrival of the user (time of the beginning of validity).   
The time (hours and minutes) of arrival representing the default general time of arrival, can be set from the "General" tab in the "General 
settings" window, which can be activated selecting "General Configuration Settings" from the "Settings" menu, (described in the chapter 
General parameters configuration). 
You can enter values   other than the default left-clicking the "Check-in time" field on the desired reservation and entering the desired time using 
the setup window.  
The situation is shown in the following picture.   
 

              
 
After selecting the location shown in the previous picture, the window to set the time is displayed, as shown in the following picture.  
 

                                                      
 
To change Hour and Minutes you can select the "up"/"down" arrows in the Hour and Minutes fields, or you can select the desired field and 
type in the desired value.   
To confirm the time change, press "Ok", while to cancel the editing operation, press the "Exit" button. 

•	 Check out. Date of user departure (or the end of validity) 
To change this information, left-click the field "Check-out", similarly to what we saw for editing the user's day of arrival. 

 

              
 
After selecting the location shown in the previous picture the window for setting the date (year, month and day) is displayed.  Make the desired 
changes and press the "Confirm" button.  The current day is displayed inside a dark orange box, while the day to be set is highlighted by a 
light orange box. 
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•	 (Check-out) time. Time of departure of the user (time of the end of validity).   
The time (hours and minutes) of departure representing the default general time of departure, can be set from the "General" tab in the "General 
settings" window, which can be activated selecting "General Configuration Settings" from the "Settings" menu, (described in the chapter 
General parameters configuration). 
You can enter values   other than the default left-clicking the "Check-out time" field on the desired reservation and entering the desired time 
using the setup window.  
To change this value, proceed in a similar way to what was said for editing the user's check-in time.   
 

              
 
After selecting the location shown in the previous picture, the window to set the time is displayed, as shown in the following picture.  
 

                                                      
 
To change Hour and Minutes you can select the "up"/"down" arrows in the Hour and Minutes fields, or you can select the desired field and 
type in the desired value.   
To confirm the time change, press "Ok", while to cancel the editing operation, press the "Exit" button.  
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List of access cards created for the user

In the area shown in the picture above we can distinguish the following elements:

•	 List of access cards associated with the user. 

•	 "Add access card" button for the (logical) creation of a new card for the user. 

•	 "Delete access card" button to delete the selected card associated with the selected user. 

This area is represented in detail in the following picture. 

   

List of access cards associated with the user.
The list of reservations associated with the user will look as shown below. 
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It includes all the access cards currently associated with the user. 
The cards associated with a user are numbered starting from 1.  
An access card may have different status, highlighted by different graphical symbols and described in the following table. 

Graphical
symbol

Status Status description

Not Recorded

The card was created at a logical level. It exist in the Well-Contact Suite software database but has not yet 
been programmed (physically) and it has not been activated (the data concerning the access of the card has 
not been sent to the automation system yet).  
The access provided for this card is still not allowed. 

Activated 

The card was created at a logical level. 
The card has been programmed (physically).  
The card has been activated.  
The access provided for this card is allowed. 

Locked
It is a card that was active, but then all access initially scheduled for this card was locked.  
All rights of access provided for this card have been revoked. 

The "Add Access Card" button

                                       

The "Add Access Card" button allows you to create (from a "logical" point of view) a new access card associated with the user.  
"Logical" point of view means that the card currently exists (with all rights of access and association with the user) only in the software database, but the 
automation system still does not recognize the card and related access privileges.  
Pressing the "Add access card" button creates a new card with the same rights to access as the card selected from the list of users access cards. 
It is, in effect, a "duplicate card" function. You can change the rights of access of the cards from the area reserved for   the access cards details, as will be 
described in the chapter Selected card details area. 

The "Delete access card" button

                                       

The "Delete access card" button allows you to "delete" the access card selected from the list of cards associated with the user. 
The "Delete" option does the following: 

1. Deletes the card from the software database from a logical point of view

2. If the card has already been activated, informs all devices in the access control system that the deleted card no longer has any rights of 
access.   
It practically removes all rights of access on all access control system devices. 

NOTE: The deleting operation does not require to reprogram the card. An access card can be deleted without being (physically) available.

Duplicate card creation 
To create the duplicate of a card for a user, which is already present in the list of access cards associated with the user, proceed as follows: 

1. Select the card you want to duplicate from the list of the access cards associated with the user.  The selection is done left-clicking the 
graphical symbol corresponding to the card to duplicate. 

2. Press the "Add Access Card" button 
The newly created card will be a duplicate of the selected card in the sense that it has the same rights of access. 
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The "Back to Users List" button 

The "Back to Users List" button allows you to switch between the detail view of a user to the list of users.
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The "Revoke Access" button 

The "Revoke Access" button appears in the "User details" window only after at least one of the user cards has been created and activated. 
This button must be pressed when the rights of access to the facility for the user are over and then you want to remove all access rights that were previ-
ously assigned.
The revocation of access removes all access rights of all cards assigned to the user.  
 
NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards. All cards rights of access rare deleted and the cards will no longer be operational.

The procedure for revoking access will be described in detail in the chapter "Revoking access".
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The "Lock Access" button 

The "Lock Access" button appears in the "User details" window only after at least one of the user cards has been created and activated. 
This button locks all access to the users. In other words, all rights of access of the cards associated with the user are temporarily revoked. 

NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards.

The access lock can be canceled pressing the "Unlock Access" button. 
The procedure for locking access will be described in detail in the chapter Unlocking access for a user.
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The "Unlock Access" button 

The "Unlock Access" button appears in the "User Details" window only after all the user access has been locked. 
This button activates all access privileges previously revoked (temporarily) via the "Lock Access" button.   

NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards.

The procedure for unlocking access will be described in detail in the chapter Unlocking access for a user.
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Selected card details area

In the area for the selected card data, are grouped all the data referred to the card selected from the list of the card in the user data area (described in the 
chapter List of access cards created for the user).

The data is grouped into the following sub-areas: 

•	 Status bar of the card 

•	 Environment access

•	 "Write Card" button

Status bar of the card 

        

This area displays the status of the selected access card. 
The possible status of an access card is described in detail in the chapter List of access cards created for the user .
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Environment access

                

This area displays the list of environments that can be accessed with the selected card.   
The environments that can be accessed are highlighted in green (such as environments 101 and 102 in the picture above). 
You can assign user cards with different access privileges (e.g. card 1 allows access to the environment 101, while card 2 gives you access to the environ-
ment 101 and environment 102).

Grant a card rights to access an environment
In green are shown the environments which can be accessed, while the white color indicates the environments which can't. 
To add rights to access an environment (configured in the Well-Contact Suite system), left click (only once) the box that shows the number of the environ-
ment you want (the symbol of an environment that cannot be accessed with the card is shown in white) as shown in the following picture.
 

                 

After selecting the symbol of the new environment to be accessed by the card, the symbol is highlighted in green.   
 

                 

The adding of access rights to the environment is completed. 

Deny a card rights to access an environment
In green are shown the environments which can be accessed with the selected card, while the white color indicates the environments that cannot be 
accessed with the card. 
To revoke rights to access an environment, left click (only once) the box that shows the environment you want (the symbol of an environment that can be 
accessed with the card is shown in green) as shown in the following picture.  

                

After selecting the symbol of the environment not to be accessed by the card, this symbol is deselected and takes on the color white, as shown in the 
picture below.   
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The denying of access rights to the environment is completed. 

Grant a card rights to access all environments
You can quickly and easily grant a card the right to access all environments of the accommodation (configured in the Well-Contact Suite software). 
To do this, left click (only once) the "Add access for all environments" button highlighted in the following picture. 

                

After pressing this button, all the rows related to the environments are highlighted (green) as shown in the picture below. 

                

Deny a card rights to access all environments
You can quickly and easily deny a card the right to access all environments of the accommodation (configured in the Well-Contact Suite software). 
To do this, left click (only once) the "Remove access for all environments" button highlighted in the following picture. 

                

After pressing this button all the rows related to the environments will no longer be highlighted and will take the color white, as shown in the picture below. 
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Setting access times for environments 
Introduction

You can set the time to access an environment for a card that has been granted access to it. 
The Well-Contact Suite software allows you to set, for each day of the week, daily time frames during the 24 hours, for a minimum of one hour, as will be 
described below.  
To do this, left click (only once) the clock icon placed on the left of the row corresponding to the desired environment, as shown in the picture below. 

                

After selecting (left-clicking) the said area, a window to set the time frames appears, as shown in the following picture. 

The window to set the time frames includes two tabs:  

•	 The "Defined Time Frames" tab. Allows you to manage the "Defined Time Frames" (or, rather, "default"). 

•	 The "Custom Frame" tab. Allows you to manage a time frame defined at that moment, which you do not want to use to access other 
environments. 
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The defined (or default) time frames 

The Well-Contact Suite software allows you to define time frames that can be used to grant access to the environments at certain times, identifying them 
with a description (a name). 
This speeds up the setting of the time frames to access the environments whenever the time frame doesn't have to be customized for each user, but it 
depends, for example, on the characteristics or on use of a specific environment. 
The window "Definite Time Frames" is characterized by the following areas: 

•	 List of defined time frames .  
 
                             

                             
 
This area displays the time frames that have been previously defined.   
Any default time frame can be identified by the description assigned to it.  
We recommend that you associate each time frame with a default description that uniquely and clearly identifies it.  
To associate a default time frame with a particular card (for access to a specific environment): 

	 From the list of predefined time frames, select the row corresponding to the time frame you want (left click it once). 

	 Press the "Confirm" button on bottom right of the "Defining Time Frames" window 
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•	 The "New Frame" button.  
 

                             
 
Creates a new default time frame.  
To create a new default time frame proceed as follows: 

	 Press the "New Frame" button.   
The following window to configure the time frame appears.  
 

              

	 Enter a description for the time frame in the input text field called "Frame Name". 

	 Define the time frame by selecting the hours when you want to allow access to the environment (left click the white rectangle that 
includes the desired time).  The bottom part of the selected time is marked in green.  
This must be repeated for all the hours that make up the time frame you want.  
Clicking the box corresponding to a highlighted hour you'll deselect it, excluding it from the definition of time frames you are 
configuring. 

	 Define on which days of the week  the time frame defined in the preceding paragraph should be applied.   
To do this, select (left click the days of the week, on the left side of the window for the configuration of a default time frame).  
To exclude the application of the time frame to a previously selected weekday, reselect the day of the week itself: the green 
highlight will be deleted and the white color will be back. 
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	 After doing all these operations and verifying the correct time frame setting, press the "Confirm" button, as shown in the picture 
below.  
 

             

•	 The "Edit Frame" button.  
 

                              
 
Allows you to change the default time frame, selected at that moment.  
To change the configuration of a default time frame, proceed as follows: 

	 Select the time frame to edit from the list of default time frames (left clicking it).   
The selected time frame will be marked in green. 

	 Press the "Edit Frame" button.  A window appears, with the settings of the time frame you want to edit. 

	 Make the changes in a similar manner as described for the creation of a new custom time frame (editing of name, time frame and 
application of the time frame to the days of the week). 

	 Complete the editing of the default time frames by pressing the "Confirm" button, as shown in the picture below. 
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•	 The "Delete Frame" button. 
 

                             
 
NOTE: The default time frame "All" cannot be eliminated.

To delete a default time frame proceed as follows: 

• Select the time frame to delete from the list of default time frames (left clicking it).  
The selected time frame will be marked in green. 

• Press the "Delete Frame" button.  The selected frame is deleted and no longer appears in the list of predefined time frames.  

By default the frame "ALL" is created, which allows access to the common areas at all hours of the day for every day of the week (Monday-Sunday).
If you do not log in to the configuration section of the time frame, assigned the last time frame assigned for that specific common access.  

Example: 
Let's suppose the accommodation has a swimming pool, whose entry is regulated by the Well-Contact system access control (presence of transponder 
readers on every gateway). 
Let's also suppose the times of access to the pool follow a predetermined weekly schedule: swimming pool opens every day from 8:00 to 20:00. 
Let's also suppose the same opening time of the pool is valid for all the hotel guests. 
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In this case, you can create a time frame associated with the pool, which will be called, for example, "Pool Time" and can be recalled quickly for the set-
tings of all users. 
The time frame will look as in the picture below: 
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The custom time frame

If you wish to create a time frame for a user other than those associated with other users and which should not be stored for future use, you can use the 
"Custom Time Frame" (which is, however, only valid for that card).  
To reduce the number of steps to be taken, and to speed up the setting of a custom time frame, the definition of a custom time frame starts from the 
selection of a default time frame.  You will choose the closest to the one you want to create. 
To set a custom time frame, follow the steps below. 

1. Select (left clicking it) the default time frame that is the closest to the custom time frame you want to create. 

2. From the setup window of the time frames, select the "Custom Frame" tab.  
 

                             
 
 
Note: remember that, initially, only the time frame "All" is there, by default. 
 
The window shown in the picture below appears.  
 
                             

                             

3 Make the desired settings and press the "Confirm" button.  
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This time frame will be stored for that specific access.   
Then, accessing that card's time frame setting for that environment, the custom time frame that was previously set will be repeated. 

  
"Write Card" button
                

                

In the area reserved to the card data is a button called "Write Card".
Pressing this button activates the procedure of writing and activating the selected card.
In terms of operations carried out by Well-Contact Suite software, this procedure can be divided into two phases that are executed in sequence:

1. Writing (programming) of the card.  During this phase all the data required by the system for managing access control is written on the card.

2. Sending the card access data to the access control management system. During this phase all the data required by the system for managing 
access control is sent to the bus. 
 
Notes: The data is sent on the bus only if the previous procedure of card writing ends successfully. 
The data can be sent to the system via the bus, only if a successful connection is established between the Well-Contact Suite software and 
the system itself.

On completion of this procedure, if both of the above phases are completed successfully, the card will allow access to the selected environments, at the 
configured time frames. 
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To start the procedure for writing and activating a user card, proceed as follows:

1. Insert the card to be written (programmed) into the card programmer. 
Note: all data previously stored on the card will be deleted and replaced by new data.

Select the card you want to write from the list of cards associated with the user and then press the "Write Card" button in the detail area of the 
selected card, as shown in the following picture. 
 

 
 
After pressing the "Write Card" button, the writing begins, characterized by the appearance of the following window: 
 

                                                

2. If the procedure of writing the card is successfully completed, for some users the following window appears. The window closes automatically 
without the need for any intervention. 
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If the procedure of writing the card is not carried out properly, for example because a card is missing from the card programmer or due to a 
faulty card, the following window appears for a few seconds. The window closes automatically without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 
 
In this case, make sure you have correctly inserted the card into the programmer and repeat the procedure.  
If the problem persists, contact the customer servIf the card writing is successful, the Well-Contact Suite software sends the data related to the 
access of the card to the automation system via the bus connection. 
If the sending of the data via the bus is not successful you'll receive an error message with information on the type of error returned. If the 
sending of data to the bus is not successful, the Well-Contact Suite software will make up to a maximum of three attempts to write on the bus. 
An example of error message related to the writing on the bus is shown in the following picture:                                                 
 

                                                 
 
If the writing on the bus keeps returning an error, check:

a. The correct physical connection of the bus to the computer where the Well-Contact Suite Office software is installed, through the 
appropriate interface.

b. The correct configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software. 

3. If writing procedure ends in a positive way, the Well-Contact Suite software shows the new status of the card: "Enabled" as shown in the 
picture below (Card detail title bar). 
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The "Replace Card" button

  
 
The "Replace Card" button allows you to activate the process of creating a card to replace a card previously activated and programmed, which has, then, 
the status of "Active".  
The "Replace Card" button creates a new card with the same rights of access as the selected one.  
The previous card is disabled.  
This is useful if the user claims to have lost his card and asks for another one.  
The newly created card will have the same rights of access as the one previously assigned to the user; the old card assigned to the customer will be inac-
tive in any case. That way if someone finds the previous card of the user, they won't have access to any environment.
To replace a card, proceed as follows:

1. From the list of cards associated with the user, select the card you want to replace.

2. Insert a card into the card programmer.  
The writing procedure permanently erases all data on the card, which will be replaced by the current ones.

Press the "Replace Card" button as shown in the picture below.  
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After pressing the "Replace Card" button, the writing begins, characterized by the appearance of the following window: 
 

                                                

4. If the procedure of writing the card is successfully completed, for some users the following window appears. The window closes automatically 
without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 
 
If the procedure of writing the card is not carried out properly, for example because a card is missing from the card programmer or due to a 
faulty card, the following window appears for a few seconds. The window closes automatically without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 

5. If writing ends successfully, if the card to replace had already been activated, the Well-Contact Suite software will proceed with the activation 
process.  
After this, the new card will be operational and the previous card will be deactivated. 
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Icon to activate the configuration menu 
Left-clicking the icon shown in the picture on top left of the Well-Contact Suite Software, you can access the configuration and utilities menu.
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The "Users" subsection 

To access the "Users" subsection, go to "Reception" (pressing "Reception") and then press "Users".
The appearance of the "Users" sub-section is shown in the picture below. 

 

From the Users window you can see the following areas:

•	 The users list

•	 The "New User" button. 

•	 The button for selecting the "Active Users" 

•	 The button for selecting the "Users Archive"

•	 The button to search for a user 
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The users list

The users list consists of a table whose rows represent the users (one row for each user) and whose columns display the main users data.
The section reserved for the users list may take two main aspects:

•	 List of "Active" users 

•	 List of "Archived" users 

The difference between the two views regards the users data represented by the columns of the table.   
This is because, depending on the status of the user (active or archived), it makes sense to consider some of the data rather than other types. 
The "Active" or "Archived" users can be selected pressing the buttons to choose the category of users to view, located under the button for choosing the 
"Users" sub-section of the "Reception" section. These buttons are described in the chapter Buttons for toggling the users list view.

NOTE: The “Export List” push button. Under the lists that contain at least one element there is the “Export List” push button, by pressing which you can 
export the contents of the displayed list in xls format.

The users (in the Users list) status
As mentioned above, the Well-Contact Suite software associates a status to every user that has been included in the software itself.
In the chapter Customers Status (User Detail section) each possible status of a user based on the possession of at least one active access card, has been 
reported in a table.
The users status changes automatically, depending on the operations carried out through the Well-Contact Suite software. 
In the users list, aside from each status previously described, further information regarding the date checks on the validity of the access cards assigned to 
the user. 
In the users list are then shown the following statuses:

Possible users statuses

Status 
Status 
color

Description 
Displayed
in the list:

Active
User data has been entered into the database. For the user has been created and activated 
at least one card.

Active Users 

Overtime
For the user has been created at least one card whose validity has expired (and thus does 
not allow the access for which it was created anymore) but the user has not yet been 
checked out. This situation is made known by the software through a warning message.

Active Users 

Locked

From the "Active" status of check-in, all rights of access to the cards assigned to the user 
have been temporarily revoked. The cards that give access to the environments have not 
been deleted but they have been temporarily disabled (You can re-activate the cards with the 
operation of "unlock").

Active Users 

Archive

Customer data has been entered into the database, and at the moment no active card has 
been assigned.
It the typical condition of a user who was assigned an active access card which was later 
revoked. Or the user personal data have been included, but no card has yet been created.

User Archive

The "Active Users" list
The "Active Users" list shows all the users currently having one of the following statuses:

•	 Active

•	 Overtime

•	 Locked

To view the Active users, select the button shown in the picture below, under the "Users" button in the "Reception" section.
 

                                                                            

Each user status in the Active users list is displayed in different colors to make the table immediately readable.
The picture below shows the area of the window that contains the list of active users.
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The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to active users:

•	 Title.

•	 Name. 

•	 Last name. 

•	 Start. Beginning of validity of the access cards associated with the user.

•	 End. End of validity of the access cards associated with the user.

•	 Status. User status (see chapter The users (in the Users list) status).

•	 Number of assigned cards. Number of access cards associated with the user.

Sorting the list
You can sort the list of users with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing user details
From the users list you can switch to the users detail view (that displays personal data and access cards assigned), pressing (left-clicking) the correspond-
ing row in the users list. 
To return to the users list (left) click the "Users" button of the "Reception" section.
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The "Users Archive" list
The "Users Archive" list shows all the users with the "Archived" status, or the list of users whose data was included in the Well-Contact Suite software but 
don't have an "Active" status.  
Typically, the users who have been previously assigned active access cards, or the users whose data has been entered but not yet associated with any 
active access card.
To view the Archived users, select the button shown in the picture below, under the "Users" button in the "Reception" section.

                                                                             

The following picture shows the archived users window. 

The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to the archived users:

•	 Title.

•	 Name. 

•	 Last name. 

•	 Start. Beginning of validity of the last access cards associated with the user.

•	 End. End of validity of the last access cards associated with the user.

•	 Status. User status (see chapter The users (in the Users list) status).
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Sorting the list
You can sort the list of users with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing user details
From the users list you can switch to the users detail view (that displays personal data and access cards assigned), pressing (left-clicking) the correspond-
ing row in the users list. 
To return to the users list (left) click the "Users" button of the "Reception" section.

The “New User” button

Pressing the "New User" button you can go to the subsection "User Detail" with a blank card to enter a new user's data. 

Note: When inserting the last name of a new customer, the “Cancel” button is displayed on bottom left, which allows instant cancellation of the reservation.
 If you do this, the name on the reservation will be deleted, that is not saved to the Software.

The “Remove selected” button

Pressing the “Remove selected” button, one or more names can be removed from the user archive.  
The “Remove selected” button becomes active after selecting one or more entries in the list by pressing the corresponding check -box in the “Remove” 
column. The check-box in the description cell of the “Delete” column allows you to select/deselect all entries in the list.  

The users list view editing buttons 

As seen in previous chapters, in the area below the "Users" button (which allows access to the homonymous subsection of the "Reception" section) there 
are three buttons which have the following functions (starting with the left button): 

•	 The button for viewing the "Active Users" window

•	 The button for viewing the "Archived Users" window

•	 The button for searching users 
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The button for selecting the "Active Users" 
As anticipated, the button shown in the following picture can activate the window with the list of active users. 

                                                   

The button for selecting the "Users Archive"
As anticipated, the button shown in the following picture can activate the window with the list of archived users. 

                                                                            

The button for searching users 
Using this button you can search for a user, or, rather, search for users with the same last name. 
You can choose whether to search the list of active or archived users. 
Pressing "User Search" activates the search procedure in the users list currently displayed. 

Searching users in the active users list
To search for users in the Active users list do the following: 

1. Select the "Active" users list by pressing the correspondent button, as shown in the picture below.  
 

                                                            

2. Press the search button as shown in the picture below. 
 

 
 
A window for entering the name of the user to search appears. 

3. Enter the last name of the user to search and press the "Search" button to start the search, as described in the following picture.  

 

                                         
 
Pressing the "Exit" button to cancel the search procedure.  
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4. After pressing the "Search" button, the Well-Contact Suite software searches for the last name of the user in the selected list.  The search ends 
with the display of the list of users that show the last name entered in the search window, in the "Last Name" field. 
 
Notes: 

a. If the search does not give positive results (there are no "Active" users in the database with the last name searched), the list will not 
contain any rows. 

b. If there are more users with the same last name, the resulting search list will contain several rows.  
You can then use the functions to sort the table to speed up the further stages of search. 

5. To return to view the entire list of "Active" users, press the button to select the "Active" users, as shown in the picture below. 
 

 
 

Searching users in the Archived users list
To search for users in the Archived users list do the following: 

1. Select the "Archived" users list by pressing the correspondent button, as shown in the picture below.  
 

                                                                   

2. Press the search button as shown in the picture below. 
 

 
A window for entering the name of the user to search appears. 

3. Enter the last name of the user to search and press the "Search" button to start the search, as described in the following picture.  
 

                                          
 
Pressing the "Exit" button to cancel the search procedure.  

4. After pressing the "Search" button, the Well-Contact Suite software searches for the last name of the user in the selected list.  The search ends 
with the display of the list of users that show the last name entered in the search window, in the "Last Name" field. 
This situation is shown in the following picture. 
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Notes: 

a. If the search does not give positive results (there are no "Archived" users in the database with the last name searched), the list will 
not contain any rows. 

b. If there are more users with the same last name, the resulting search list will contain several rows.  
You can then use the functions to sort the table to speed up the further stages of search. 

To return to view the entire list of "Archived" users, press the button to select the "Archived" users, 
as shown in the picture below. 
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The "Revoking Access" procedure

The revoking access procedure provided by the Well-Contact Suite software and launched by pressing the "Revoke Access" button from the "User Detail" 
window, follows these steps:

•	 Switches the status of the user to "Archived". 

•	 Disables all the cards associated with the user. 
The procedure for disabling the card does not require programming of the cards, and it is therefore not necessary to insert the card into the 
programmer.  
Access privileges relating to the cards associated with the user are deleted from the management system devices for access control.

The procedure for revoking access ends with the display of the "User Archive" window, where the user whose access to the structure has been revoked 
appears. 
 
Note: If you attempt to check out a user that is in the "Locked" status, you will receive an error message asking you to "unlock" the user before carrying 
out the procedure for access revoke. 
 

"Locking" user access

The Well-Contact Suite software provides a command to lock (temporarily, until it's "unlocked") all access to the environments associated with a user who 
is in the "Active" status.
Under this condition all the cards assigned to the user will be disabled (until they're "unlocked").  
Such a function is provided for situations when the administrator of the facility wants to withdraw (temporarily) all access rights granted to a user. 
The operation of "Locking access" for a user and related function of "Unlocking access" does not require the programming of the user card (or cards), so 
it can be done even when the cards are still in the hands of the user. 

User access is locked pressing the "Lock Access" button, as shown in the picture below: 
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After the "locking" procedure, the "User Detail" window will look as in the picture below. 

  

In the user list, a locked user will appear as shown in the picture below. 
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"Unlocking" user access

"Unlocking" user access will cancel the previous "locking"operation, resetting all the access rights originally granted to the user and temporarily withdrawn 
by the "locking access" operation.

User access is unlocked pressing the "Unlock Access" button, as shown in the picture below: 

  

After the "unlocking" procedure, the "User Detail" window  and user list take back the normal appearance provided for the "Active" status, as it was before 
the lockout. 
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The Supervision section 

Introduction

The supervision Section of the Well-Contact Suite software allows for the management of the Well-Contact automation system, in terms of viewing (and 
using) the status of the devices in the Well-Contact system and their control. 
From a topological point of view, the whole system is divided into areas (or zones) commonly used to identify the different areas of a structure, according 
to the function of the same areas. 
To control the Well-Contact system devices, in addition to the direct control of a single device, the Well-Contact Suite software enables the management 
of groups of devices via: 

•	 Scenarios 

•	 "Functions Masters"

•	 "Zone Masters"

The "Supervision" section, in turn, is divided into two sub-sections, which are described in the following chapters: 

•	 The "Zone Management" sub-section

•	 The "Events List" subsection

The "Zone Management" sub-section

To access the "Zone Management" sub-section, go to the "Supervision" section (by pressing the "Supervision" button) and then press the "Zone 
Management" button. 
The appearance of the "Zone Management" sub-section is shown in the picture below.
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You can identify the following areas, which will later be described in detail: 

•	 Title bar.  It consists of the top of the window.  The left side displays the description of the active "thematic" view, while on the right a few 
buttons for displaying the items in the workspace are located.  
 
 

 
 
Possible thematic views can be seen in the following table: 

Symbol in 
the Title

Title Description 

Temperature 
Every environment in the selected area is represented by a graphical symbol that shows the status of 
the main features of the thermostats installed in the environment itself. This view is not available for all 
selected areas.

Windows 
Every environment in the selected area is represented by a graphical symbol that shows the opening 
status of the windows in the environment. This view is not available for all selected areas.

The buttons for setting the display options of the items in the workspace are described in the following table. 

Graphical Function Description 

Displays optional 
description

Allows you to display an optional additional row among the graphical symbols of the elements in the 
areas, for the display of a description, optional and additional, of the environment itself.  
E.g. It can be used to display the name assigned to the environments.

Ascending order
Sorts the elements of the area by the number assigned to the environment during the configuration, in 
ascending order.

Descending order
Sorts the elements of the area by the number assigned to the environment during the configuration, in 
descending order.
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•	 Selection bar of the areas to be displayed.  It consists of a "tab" list to select the set of areas to be managed.   
All areas are grouped according to common characteristics.  
 

 
 
The following table lists the sets of areas shown in the bar above.  
 

Title Description 

Environments

In this set of areas, all areas of the accommodation intended as common areas are represented.  
It is typically an environment that cannot be reserved by users, and cannot be used exclusively during the period of stay at the 
accommodation. 
Typical examples of an environment are: offices, pools, parching lots, saunas, etc.

Technical Areas
In this set of areas, all areas of the accommodation intended as technical areas are represented.  
The technical area is typically an environment that contains equipment for the management of the accommodation itself. 
Examples of technical areas are: furnace room, laundry, etc..

Custom 
Environments

These areas include all the environments you cannot fit into either of the above areas, or those "virtual" environments designed to 
provide software users with custom supervision windows.  
Examples of custom environments are: view of the status of all the smoke sensors of the accommodation, etc..

Zone Master
These areas include all the zone masters that were created during the configuration. These are "virtual" zones. 
Examples of zone master: north side rooms, etc.

Functions Master 
These areas include all the functions masters that were created during the configuration. These are "virtual" zones. 
Examples of zone master: north side rooms, etc.

Scenarios These areas include all the scenarios that were created during the configuration. These are "virtual" zones.
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•	 Workspace.  It is represented by a window where all the selected areas are placed in an orderly manner.  
Selecting (left clicking) a specific area, you can enter the detail view of the area.   
 

Show or hide sections of the “Rooms” and “Public Areas”
In the display windows of the “Rooms” and “Public Areas” each section in which the system has been divided (e.g. subdivision by floors of the building) 
can be made visible or not visible. To show or hide a certain section of the system, press  and  on the right side of the bar with the description of the 
desired section. 

•	 Area including the buttons for the activation of the "thematic views" of the elements contained in the zones. For some areas you 
can choose to view only certain devices or certain features of the environment. The Well-Contact Suite Software includes certain "thematic 
views" that are generally used for the supervision of automation system within the service industry. In the event that the administrator of the 
system requires more views you can create custom views using the "Custom environments".  
 

Here follows the detailed description of the display of the zone groups, with the possible "thematic views" associated. 
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Environments 

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides, as already noted above, the ability to view summary symbolic representations of the main features of the auto-
mation system devices contained in the environments of a facility.  
These representations can be selected via the buttons to set "thematic views", as described above.  
The symbols representing the environments, apart from the thematic view, take a color depending on the status of the environment.  
The following table lists the possible statuses of an environment, in the zones view, with their descriptions.  
 

color Status Description 

Environment in "normal condition" View of the environment in "normal condition", in absence of alarms. 

Alarm in environment (level 1 or 2) 
There was a level 1 or 2 alarm in the environment.
The alarm is in the status of "unresolved".

Alarm in environment (level 3 or 4) 
There was a level 3 or 4 alarm and there are no active alarms of level 1 or 2 in the 
environment. The alarm is in the status of "unresolved".

The thermostats view (Temperature) 
It is the view where each environment is represented by a symbol that sums up the status of the main features of the thermostat, or thermostats, which are 
inside it.
To select the summary view, press the "Temperature" button from the area including the buttons for setting "thematic views", as shown in the picture below. 

In the "Temperature" view, for the representation of the environments is used a symbol that sums up the status of the main features of the thermostat, or 
thermostats, which are inside it. 
The appearance of the symbol is not customizable and some of the statuses to be displayed may not appear because in this specific system such feature 
is not present or has not been configured correctly. 
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In the graphical symbol you can distinguish the following three areas: 

•	 Top horizontal bar 
This area shows the status of the data reported in the following table. 

Graphical Data Description 

Number
of the environment

It's the number of the environment.   
Please note that for the proper functioning of the Well-Contact software you'll need to config-
ure all environments numbers during the configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software.

Name 
of the environment

It is a text field that displays the name of the environment (if you have entered it during the 
configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software). 
This data can be displayed or hidden using the "Show optional description" button ( ).

  
 

Alarms 
in the environment

If an alarm event occurs, associated with the environment, you'll see an icon for the type of 
alarm that occurs.  
If multiple alarm events occur simultaneously, only one symbol is displayed, starting from the 
one indicating the most serious alarm (depending on the level assigned, during the configura-
tion, to the specific alarm). 
Only after the higher priority alarm event has been solved, the symbol of the next (in terms of 
severity) alarm will appear. 
The following alarm symbols are provided:

•   : Request for assistance from the customer

•   : Fire Alarm

•   : Technical alarm

•   : Intrusion Alarm

•   : Flooding danger alarm 

•   : Temperature is too high alarm 

•   : Temperature is too low alarm 

•   : Service in room request alarm

•	 Area of the summary symbols of the thermostats in the common area  
For each thermostat in the environment is placed, in this area, the summary graphical symbol of the Vimar's Well-Contact system's thermostat 
(or of the third-party KNX thermostat, if properly configured). In the automatic mode, the Well-Contact Suite software composes the summary 
symbol of the environment entering as many " thermostat modules" as the actual thermostats installed (and configured) in the environment.  
 
The summary representation of the Well-Contact system's thermostat provides the display the following information:

	 Description. It is a text field that displays the description of the thermostat (if it was entered during the configuration). 
This field is very important if there is more than a thermostat in the environment, to be able to distinguish them.   
 

                                                       

	 Measured temperature. It is a numeric field that displays the temperature measured by the thermostat. 
 

                                                       

	 Set Temperature. It is a numeric field that displays the set temperature. 
 

                                                       

	 Manual setting status (local). This field displays the symbol of a "hand" if you have made any changes to the set temperature 
and/or speed of the fancoil through the buttons on the thermostat, when in "Comfort" operating mode. 
NOTE: This information is not available for third-party KNX thermostats. 
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•	 Operating mode of the thermostat. This field displays a graphical symbol that identifies the operating mode of the thermostat. 
 

                                                                         
 
Here follows the table with the symbols displayed and the related operating modes of the thermostat.  

Graphical Symbol Thermostat Mode

Comfort

Standby

Economy

Anti-freeze

Too Hot

OFF

•	 Bottom horizontal bar. This area shows the data described in the following table. 

Graphical Data Description 

Presence of user card in 
a pocket reader

If a pocket transponder reader is installed in the environment (usually installed in hotel rooms to handle the 
"presence"of users (or staff) in the room and usually not installed on tertiary sector's systems), it is possible to 
view the information related to the user card inserted in the pocket transponder.

Presence of staff card in 
a pocket reader

If a pocket transponder reader is installed in the environment (usually installed in hotel rooms to handle the 
"presence"of users (or staff) in the room and usually not installed on tertiary sector's systems), it is possible to 
view the information related to the user card inserted in the pocket transponder.

Do Not Disturb
Although it isn't generally used in the tertiary sector, if the device is configured with such function (using the 
KNX ETS software), you can view the "Do Not Disturb" information.

 
Note : In order for the above statuses to appear, it is necessary that the Well-Contact devices are configured correctly during the setup of the system 
through KNX ETS and, where required, during the next phase of the Well-Contact Suite software configuration.

Access to the detail view of the environment
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing an environment, you'll access the "detail view" of the environment. The "detail view" of the environment is 
described in the chapter "The detail view of the environment".
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The windows opening status view (Windows) 
It is the view where each environment is represented by a symbol that sums up the status of the opening of the windows. 
To select the summary view, press the "Windows" button from the area including the buttons for setting "thematic views", as shown in the picture below. 

The description of the symbol representing the environment in the view "Windows" 
As anticipated, in the "Windows" view, for the representation of the environments is used a symbol that sums up the status of the opening of the windows. 
The appearance of the symbol is not customizable and some of the statuses to be displayed may not appear because in this specific system such feature 
is not present or has not been configured correctly. 
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In the graphical symbol you can distinguish the following three areas: 

•	 Top horizontal bar 
This area shows the status of the data reported in the following table. 

Graphical Data Description 

Environment number.
It's the number of the environment.   
Please note that for the proper functioning of the Well-Contact software you'll need to configure 
all environments numbers during the configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software.

Name of the environ-
ment 

It is a text field that displays the name of the environment (if you have entered it during the con-
figuration of the Well-Contact Suite software). 
This data can be displayed or hidden using the "Show optional description" button ( ).

  
 

Environment Alarms

If an alarm event occurs, associated with the environment, you'll see an icon for the type of 
alarm that occurs.  
If multiple alarm events occur simultaneously, only one symbol is displayed, starting from 
the one indicating the most serious alarm (depending on the level assigned, during the 
configuration, to the specific alarm). 
Only after the higher priority alarm event has been solved, the symbol of the next (in terms of 
severity) alarm will appear. 
The following alarm symbols are provided:

•   : Request for assistance from the customer

•   : Fire Alarm

•   : Technical alarm

•   : Intrusion Alarm

•   : Flooding danger alarm 

•   : Temperature is too high alarm 

•   : Temperature is too low alarm 

•   : Service in room request alarm

•	 Area of the   symbol for the opening status of the windows in the environment 
This area is shown in the following picture.  
 

       
 

The symbol of an open window appears ( ) if at least one of the windows in the environment is open. No symbol appears if all the windows in the 
environment are closed.

 
Note : In order for the above statuses to appear, it is necessary that the Well-Contact devices are configured correctly during the setup of the system 
through KNX ETS and, where required, during the next phase of the Well-Contact Suite software configuration.

Access to the detail view of the environment
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing an environment, you'll access the "detail view" of the environment. The "detail view" of the environment is 
described in the chapter "The detail view of the environment".

Detail view of the custom environment
It is the view that represents the environment in detail, relating to the devices installed on the Well-Contact system.  
As mentioned previously, in the description of the "summary thematic views" of the environments, you'll reach the detail view of an environment selecting 
(left-clicking) the related summary symbol seen in any of the thematic views described in the previous chapters. 
From the detail view of an environment you can then go to the detail view of the next and previous environment through the "previous" and "next" buttons, 
as will be described below. 

The detail view window of an environment appears as shown in the picture below: 
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You can identify the following areas, which will later be described in detail: 

•	 Title bar.  It consists of the top of the window.   
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•	 The left side of the title bar displays the text description of the environment, while on the right there is the group of environment status icons, 
which are described below:  

•	 Alarms status icon.  This icon shows the status of alarms currently active in the environment: 

Graphical symbol Description 

It is currently active at least an alarm associated with the environment1 of Level 1 or 2. 

It is currently active at least an alarm associated with the room of level 3 or 4 and there are no active alarms 
of level 1 or 2.

There are currently no active alarms associated with the environment. 

  

•	 Workspace.  It consists of the central area of   the window and represents the environment, with the graphical symbols of the devices 
contained therein, through which you can see the status of the device and you can send commands to the devices provided with this feature 
(those provided by the specific device). The management of the devices in the environment through the related graphical symbols is described 
in the chapters Devices status display and Devices control. 
The appearance of the detail view of the environment's work space is shown in the picture below.  
 

 
 
During the configuration you can change the background of the workspace, customizing it by importing an image, to make it easy and fast to 
interact with the devices in the environment.  
Even the graphical symbols of the devices, their size and position can be customized during the configuration. 

1:  In order for the alarm status of a device to be associated with an environment and then displayed in the same representation, it is necessary for the alarm to have been associ-
ated with the related environment during the configuration. Otherwise, the alarm will be shown in any case but will not be associated with any particular environment.  
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•	 Lower button bar. It consists of the bottom of the window.  
This area contains a set of buttons, some of which are visible or not, depending on the privileges of the users logged in to the Well-Contact 
Suite software.  
 

 
 
Below is the description of these buttons: 

	 Group of buttons to switch to the detail view of the previous or next environment.   
 

 
 
Using these buttons you can switch to the detail view of the previous or next environment. 

	 Button to return to the summary view. Through this button you can leave the detail view of the environment and return to the 
summary view of all the environments, from where you left to go to the detail view. 
E.g. If you reached the detail view of the environment selecting the environment from the summary (thematic) view of the 
thermostats, by pressing the "Summary" button you'll return to the summary thematic view of the thermostats.  
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	 Configuration buttons. These buttons allow you to change the appearance of the workspace, both for the window background, and 
the devices in the environment. For that part of the configuration, refer to the chapter Graphical customization of the "detail view" of an 
environment.  
 

 
 
NOTE: These buttons are visible and can therefore be used only if the user is in possession of the required privileges, conferred by the system 
administrator.   

•	 Area for the "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections. It consists of the right area of the window. It 
contains the buttons for selecting the sections and related subsections of the Well-Contact Suite software. 
This area, as described above, is common to all windows of the software (except for the "ETS Configuration" window).  
 

 

•	 Icon to activate the configuration menu. 
Left-clicking the icon shown in the picture on top left of the Well-Contact Suite Software, you can access the configuration and utilities menu. 
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The device status view
In the detail view of the environment, the devices (or the individual features of a device) are displayed by graphical symbols, through which you can see the 
status of the device (or of the individual features).
The view of the status of a device (in the detail window of the environment) depends on the type of device: 

•	 On/off type devices. For all devices whose state is given by one of two values   On, Off (or, equivalently, Active/Inactive,… ), the status of the 
device is provided through the variation of the look of the corresponding icon.  
 
NOTE: You can change the look of the icons associated with the state of On or Off through the setup process, including the activation of the 
text field with the description of the device. 

•	 Thermostat type devices. For all the devices of the thermostat type (Well-Contact system) in the detail view of the environment a graphical 
symbol is displayed, which summarizes the main data through the same numerical values   and through the color of the icon (the same data 
used in the summary thematic view).   
 

      
 
You can distinguish the following parts:

	 Description. This area displays the description of the thermostat. 
 

   

	 Thermostat data.   
 

   
 
This area displays the main data of the thermostat. 

	 Measured temperature. It is a numeric field that displays the temperature measured by the thermostat. 
 

   

	 Set Temperature. It is a numeric field that displays the set temperature. 
 

   

	 Manual setting status (local). This field displays the symbol of a "hand" if you have made any changes to the set 
temperature and/or speed of the fancoil through the buttons on the thermostat, when in "Comfort" operating mode. 
NOTE: This information is not available for third-party KNX thermostats. 
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	 Operating mode of the thermostat. This field displays a graphical symbol that identifies the operating mode of the thermostat. 
 

   
 
Here follows the table with the symbols displayed and the related operating modes of the thermostat.  

Graphical Symbol Thermostat Mode

Comfort

Standby

Economy

Anti-freeze

Too Hot

OFF

	 Icon of the thermostat.  
 

   
 
The background color indicates the current mode of the thermostat, and has the following meaning: 
 

Symbol of the 
thermostat 

Operating mode Description 

Comfort The thermostat is operating in Comfort mode.

Standby The thermostat is operating in Standby mode.

Economy The thermostat is operating in Economy mode.

OFF/Protection The thermostat is operating in OFF/Protection mode.

• Dimmer type devices. For all dimmer type devices (related to Code 01544 - 8-channel DALI KNX gateway of the Well-Contact Plus system), the status 
of the device is provided through variation of the corresponding icon with two possible states: Off and On (indicates a brightness percentage greater than 
0%). Each configured channel of the device has a corresponding icon.

• Rolling shutter type devices. For all rolling shutter type devices, the status of the device is provided through variation of the corresponding icon with 
two possible states:

The rolling shutter is not completely down (not fully closed).

The rolling shutter is completely down (fully closed).

Each configured channel of the device has a corresponding icon.
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The control of the devices
The Well-Contact Suite software allows you to send commands to devices, allowing a complete interaction with the devices of the automation system. 
To control a device, left-click the icon of the device. 

•	 Konnex On/off type devices. For all devices whose status is given by one of two values   On, Off (or, equivalently, Active/Inactive,… ), the 
status of the device is provided through the variation of the look of the corresponding icon and, if enabled, also by the description of the status 
itself.  
Left-clicking the icon of the device, you'll send the command set during the configuration.  
 
Examples:  
For an address that must control an actuator (e.g. to switch on and off a light), every click sends a command to change the status: switching 
from On to Off and vice versa.  
 
For an address that must trigger an electric lock, each click will always send the command On (to be managed by a dedicated device for 
controlling an electric lock)  

•	 Konnex group type Devices/Addresses (of different type from the On/Off).  Depending on the type of device (group object/address) a 
window is displayed with the control options offered by the specific device type (Konnex group object/address). 

•	 Thermostat type devices. For all the devices of the thermostat type (of the Well-Contact system), left-clicking the correspondent graphical 
symbol, you'll open the window for the management of the thermostat of the Well-Contact system.  
This window gives you complete control of the features of the thermostat.  
All the features of the thermostat have been divided into panels, grouped according to their possible frequency of use.  
Then follows the window to set up the thermostat, as it appears right after activation; the most commonly used two panels are displayed: the 
Status panel and the Settings panel (related to the current seasonal mode).  
 

                              
 
The window panels can be “expanded” (making them visible and usable) or “collapsed” (making them invisible and unusable) acting, 
respectively, on the “expand” ( ) and “collapse” ( ) icons that appear on the right of the title bar of the panel. 
The following picture shows the “expand” icon of the Fancoil speed advanced management panel. 
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In the chapter The window for setting the Well-Contact system thermostat, the window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system thermostat is 
described in detail.
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• Dimmer type devices. For all dimmer type devices (Code 01538, Code 01544) clicking the relevant graphic symbol with the left mouse button opens 
the dimmer management window, which includes the main communication objects (for status display and control).

In the chapter The window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system dimmer, the window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system dimmer is de-
scribed in detail.

• Rolling shutter type devices. For all rolling shutter type devices, clicking the relevant graphic symbol with the left mouse button opens the rolling 
shutter management window, which includes the main communication objects (for status display and control).

In the chapter The window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system rolling shutters, the window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system rolling 
shutters is described in detail.

The window for setting the Well-Contact system thermostat
As mentioned previously, the window for setting the Well-Contact system thermostat is divided into panels that can be "expanded" or "collapsed". 
Here are described all the panels of that window. 

The "Status"  panel
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This panel displays the values   of the parameters of the thermostat status: 

•	 Measured temperature. Value of the temperature measured by the thermostat, expressed in the current unit of measurement (°C/°F).  
 
Note: All temperature values   that appear in the windows of the Well-Contact suite  software are expressed in the unit of measurement set 
through the configuration menu. Refer to the chapter General parameters configuration. 

•	 Current Setpoint. Value of the temperature set on the thermostat (setpoint) for the current operating mode. 

•	 User Offset. Offset value set by the user via the buttons on the thermostat. 

•	 Current Operation. Operating mode of the thermostat.  The operational procedures provided for the thermostat of the Well-Contact system 
are listed below: 

	 Comfort

	 Stand-By 

	 Economy

	 Off/Protection 

•	  Current Fancoil Speed. The currently active speed for the management of fancoil is displayed. 

•	 Current Seasonal trends. The active seasonal mode is displayed: Heating or Air Conditioning.

•	 Relative humidity (only for code 02952). Shows the value of relative humidity measured (if required by the system configuration).

Note: From the "Status" window you cannot change the parameter values   represented in it.
The "Settings" panel

                          

Through the "Settings" panel you can change the main parameters of operation of the Well-Contact system thermostat. 
Below is the description of the parameters set in this panel: 

•	 Comfort Setpoint  It is the value of the temperature set for the Comfort mode, in the seasonal mode displayed in the title bar of the panel (in 
the picture, "Heating").  
When the window appears, the current setting is read.  
You can change the value by positioning the cursor over the number field and typing in the desired value.   
The command with the new value is sent to the device: 

	 by clicking a spot outside the range of the number field 

	 exiting the number field by pressing the "TAB" key on your keyboard 

	 pressing the "EXIT" button from the thermostat parameter setting window.

•	 Standby Setpoint. It is the value of the temperature set for the Standby mode, in the seasonal mode displayed in the title bar of the panel (in 
the picture, "Heating").  
When the window appears, the current setting is read.  
You can change the value by positioning the cursor over the number field and typing in the desired value.   
The command with the new value is sent to the device: 

	 by clicking a spot outside the range of the number field 

	 exiting the number field by pressing the "TAB" key on your keyboard 

	 pressing the "EXIT" button from the thermostat parameter setting window.
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•	 Economy Setpoint. It is the value of the temperature set for the Economy mode, in the seasonal mode displayed in the title bar of the panel 
(in the picture "Heating").  
When the window appears, the current setting is read.  
You can change the value by positioning the cursor over the number field and typing in the desired value.   
The command with the new value is sent to the device: 

	 by clicking a spot outside the range of the number field 

	 exiting the number field by pressing the "TAB" key on your keyboard 

	 pressing the "EXIT" button from the thermostat parameter setting window.

•	 Off/Protection Setpoint. It is the value of the temperature set for the Protection mode, in the seasonal mode displayed in the title bar of the 
panel (in the picture, "Heating").  
When the window appears, the current setting is read.  
You can change the value by positioning the cursor over the number field and typing in the desired value.   
The command with the new value is sent to the device: 

	 by clicking a spot outside the range of the number field 

	 exiting the number field by pressing the "TAB" key on your keyboard 

	 pressing the "EXIT" button from the thermostat parameter setting window.

•	 Operating mode. Allows you to set, through a pull-down menu, one of the operating modes of the thermostat: 

	 Comfort 

	 Standby

	 Economy

	 Off/Protection 

•	 Seasonal mode of operation. Allows you to set, through a pull-down menu, one of the two possible operating modes of the thermostat: 

	 Heating 

	 Air conditioning 

•	 The "Change Seasonal Mode Displayed" button. Displays the panel "Settings" of the other seasonal mode (compared to the one currently 
displayed).  
The setting of the seasonal mode displayed (not necessarily the one set on the thermostat) is visible in the title bar of the panel, as shown in 
the following picture  
 

              
 
You can then set the parameters in this panel for the current seasonal mode as well as for the non-active seasonal mode.  The parameters 
sent to the thermostat related to the non-active seasonal mode will be stored on the thermostat and made operational when the related 
seasonal mode will be made active. 

The “Settings” panel for thermostats with “neutral zone” control 
The KNX touchscreen thermostat by Vimar 02952 allows neutral zone control of 4-pipe systems.
If the ETS project and Well-Contact Suite have been properly configured, the thermostat setting screen will appear as shown in the following figure.
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In the “neutral zone” control mode of a 4-pipe system, after setting the setpoint for the heating and cooling operating modes, the thermostat will automatically 
switch to heating or cooling according to the setpoint and the measured temperature.
The “neutral zone” is the temperature zone between the setpoint for heating and the setpoint for cooling. 
The Well-Contact Suite software lets you set these values, more simply, by defining the desired temperature and the differential of the neutral zone (half the 
range of the neutral zone).
The setpoint for heating is actually given by the setpoint temperature value minus the neutral zone differential value. Likewise, the setpoint for cooling is given 
by the setpoint temperature value plus the neutral zone differential value.
For further clarification on the operation of the control via the neutral zone of a 4-pipe system, please refer to the technical documentation of the ther-
mostat 02952.

The setting window includes:
• Dropdown menu for setting the mode of operation (Comfort, Standby, Economy, Protection).
• Fields for entering the setpoint and neutral zone differential values for all the modes of operation provided for by the thermostat.

The "Fancoil speed   advanced management" panel

                             

Through the "Fancoil speed   advanced management" panel you can manually change the speed of the fancoil.  The following commands are available: 

•	 Setting of the fancoil speed.  This configuration is set by a group of radio buttons (mutually exclusive settings) that includes the following 
settings, of which, in a given time, may be active.  One setting automatically excludes the others. 

	 Fancoil speed automatic management  This setting enables the automatic management of the fancoil speed by the thermostat.  
This is the default setting and guarantees the best results of climatic comfort in most situations. 

	 Force fancoil speed 0. Through this setting it is possible to "force" the fancoil speed of the thermostat to 0, disabling the 
automatic management of the fancoil speed by the thermostat.  

	 Force fancoil speed 1. Through this setting it is possible to "force" the fancoil speed of the thermostat to v1, disabling the 
automatic management of the fancoil speed by the thermostat.  

	 Force fancoil speed 2. Through this setting it is possible to "force" the fancoil speed of the thermostat to v2, disabling the 
automatic management of the fancoil speed by the thermostat.  

	 Force fancoil speed 3. Through this setting it is possible to "force" the fancoil speed of the thermostat to v3, disabling the 
automatic management of the fancoil speed by the thermostat. 

 
The fancoil speed overrides stay active until the next setting of the fancoil speed from the same panel or manually via the buttons on the 
thermostat (if enabled).
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The "Disable" panel

                           

Through the "Disable" panel you can disable some settings of the thermostat.  Also this panel allows to cancel any disabling operation. 
The following commands are available: 

•	 Disabling the operations done on the thermostat "locally".  These settings allow you to disable the configurations that can be performed 
via the buttons on the thermostat.  In particular: 

	 Disable temperature adjustment. By selecting this box you can disable the possibility for the user to change the temperature set 
for the "Comfort" operating mode.  If enabled, pressing the thermostat buttons to change the setpoint of the Comfort mode, will 
not produce any changes.  These thermostat buttons are rendered non-operational. 

	 Disable fan coil speed adjustment. By selecting this box you can disable the possibility for the user to change the fancoil speed.  
If enabled, pressing the thermostat buttons to change the fancoil speed, will not produce any changes.  These thermostat buttons 
are rendered non-operational. 
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The "Restore Default" panel 

 

                           
 

Through the "Restore default" panel you can: 

•	 Reset default setpoint settings at user's check-out Enabling this field, the Well-Contact software will alter the values   of the setpoint of the 
thermostat in question, using the values   stored on the functions master associated with the thermostat in question as default at the check-out 
(if the thermostat in question has been associated with a functions master by default during the "ETS Configuration" procedure).  
Enabling this feature, regardless of the setpoint value changes made at the user's request, the Well-Contact Suite software will restore all of the 
thermostat setpoints (using the default set by the system administrator).  
In the text field, the possible default functions master associated with the thermostat, which cannot be changed, is indicated. 

•	 Enable thermostat management via associated masters Enabling this field allows the Well-Contact Suite software to change the values   
of the thermostat parameters in response to an "implementation" of one of the masters associated with that thermostat (if the thermostat in 
question has been associated with at least one master (in control) during the "E TS Configuration" procedure).   

•	 Default Values. This section shows the values   of the parameters of any functions master associated by default.  The values   are immutable 
(can only be changed through the specific functions master's configuration window).  
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The window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system dimmer (Code 01538, Code 01544)
The figure below shows the detail window of the dimmer (based on the configuration of the device, some components are not shown). 

The following display and control components are included:

Operation Subject Description

Dimmer brightness 35%
Indicates the percentage of the current brightness of the dimmer.
0% indicates the OFF status.
100% indicates the maximum brightness.

Dimmer brightness percentage 
setting

Slider for setting the brightness of the dimmer. To set a specific brightness value you can click with 
the left mouse button on the desired location or drag (by pressing the left mouse button) the cursor 
to the desired position (moving the cursor displays the current position of the slider).

ON command
Button for switching on the dimmer. 
The yellow color of the button indicates the current status of the dimmer.

OFF command
Button for switching off the dimmer. 
The yellow color of the button indicates the current status of the dimmer.

The window for setting the Well-Contact Plus system rolling shutter
The figure below shows the detail window of the rolling shutter in its “full” configuration relative to the “curtain with blinds” operational mode. (depending on 
the configuration of the device, some components are not shown).

The following display and control components are included:

Operation Subject Description

Up/Down
Buttons for opening (ascent) and closing (lowering) the shutter. A press of the button will start opening or 
closing the blinds (depending on the button pressed) which ends at the achievement of full opening or 
closing of the blind (or the at configured value) or by pressing the STOP button.

STOP
When the curtain is moving, pressing this button stops the movement of the blind to the position 
reached when the button is pressed.

Blind height percentage
indicator

40%

Indicates the percentage of opening of the blind.
When the blind is moved by a command, this value is updated at the conclusion of the movement; 
A value of 0% indicates the blind fully open (fully up).
A value of 100% indicates the blind fully closed (fully down).
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Blind height percentage
configuration

Slider for setting the height of the blind. To set a specific height value you can click with the left mouse 
button on the desired location or drag (by pressing the left mouse button) the cursor to the desired 
position (moving the cursor displays the current position of the slider).
When the window is opened, the cursor is positioned at the value corresponding to the current posi-
tion of the blind.
A value of 0% indicates the blind fully open (fully up).
A value of 100% indicates the blind fully closed (fully down).

Set slat rotation

Buttons for rotating the slats of the blind.
Each press of the button corresponds to a rotation step of the slats in the chosen direction.
To reach the desired rotation of the slats, repeatedly press the button corresponding to the desired 
direction of rotation until it is reached. The angle of rotation provided by the single step depends on 
the configuration of the device.

Slat rotation percentage
indicator

70%
Indicates the percentage of rotation of the slats.
When the blind is moved by a command, this value is updated at the conclusion of the rotation of 
the slats; 

Slat rotation percentage
configuration

Slider for configuring the rotation of the slats of the blind. To set a specific rotation value you can click 
with the left mouse button on the desired location or drag (by pressing the left mouse button) the 
cursor to the desired position (moving the cursor displays the current position of the slider).
When the window is opened, the cursor is positioned at the value corresponding to the current posi-
tion of the rotation of the slats of the blind.

Technical Areas 

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides the ability to display a representation of the technical areas of a structure.  
The symbols representing the technical areas, take a color depending on the status of the zone itself.  
The following table lists the possible statuses of a technical area, in the zones view, with their descriptions.  

color Status Description 

Technical Area in "normal condition" View of the technical area in "normal condition", in absence of alarms. 

Alarm in technical area (level 1 or 2) 
There was a level 1 or 2 alarm in the technical area. The alarm is in the status of 
"unresolved".

Alarm in technical area (level 3 or 4) 
There was a level 3 or 4 alarm and there are no active alarms of level 1 or 2 in the 
technical area. The alarm is in the status of "unresolved".
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The overall view of all technical areas 
It is the view where each technical area is represented by a graphical symbol. 
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In summary graphical symbol of the technical area you can distinguish the following three areas: 

•	 Top horizontal bar 
This area shows the status of the data reported in the following table. 

Graphical Data Description 

Environment Number 
It's the number of the environment.   
Please note that for the proper functioning of the Well-Contact software you'll need to configure 
all environments numbers during the configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software.

Name of the environ-
ment 

It is a text field that displays the name of the environment (if you have entered it during the 
configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software). 
This data can be displayed or hidden using the "Show optional description" button ( ).

  

 

Environment Alarms

If an alarm event occurs, associated with the environment, you'll see an icon for the type of 
alarm that occurs.  
If multiple alarm events occur simultaneously, only one symbol is displayed, starting from the one 
indicating the most serious alarm (depending on the level assigned, during the configuration, to 
the specific alarm). 
Only after the higher priority alarm event has been solved, the symbol of the next (in terms of 
severity) alarm will appear. 
The following alarm symbols are provided:

•   : Request for assistance from the customer

•   : Fire Alarm

•   : Technical alarm

•   : Intrusion Alarm

•   : Flooding danger alarm 

•   : Temperature is too high alarm 

•   : Temperature is too low alarm 

•   : Service in room request alarm

Access to the detail view of the technical area 
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing a technical area, you'll access the "detail view" of the technical area. The "detail view" of the technical area 
is described in the chapter The detail view of the technical area.
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The detail view of the technical area
It is the view representing the environment "technical area" in detail.   
As mentioned previously, in the description of the summary view of the technical areas, you'll reach the detail view of a technical area selecting (left-click-
ing) the related summary symbol. 
From the detail view of a technical  area you can then go to the detail view of the next and previous technical  area through the "previous" and "next" but-
tons. 

The detail view window of a technical  area appears as shown in the picture below: 

As for the use of this window, follow the considerations made during the description of the detail view of the environments. 
Then, refer to the chapter "The detail view of the environment" for the description of the detail view of the technical  areas.
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Custom Environments

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides the ability to create windows containing sets of devices of the automation system, regardless of the actual physi-
cal location of the device. 
These windows are called "custom environments".
The symbols representing the custom environments, take a color depending on the status of the environment.  
The following table lists the possible statuses of a custom environment, in the zones view, with their descriptions. 
 

color Status Description 

Custom environment in "normal condition" View of the custom environment in "normal condition", in absence of alarms. 

Environment customized alarm
(level 1 or 2)

There was a level 1 or 2 alarm in the custom environment. The alarm is in the status 
of "unresolved".

Environment customized alarm
(level 3 or 4)

There was a level 3 or 4 alarm and there are no active alarms of level 1 or 2 in the 
environment. The alarm is in the status of "unresolved".

The overall view of all custom environments
It is the view where each custom environment is represented by a graphical symbol. 
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In summary graphical symbol of the technical area you can distinguish the following three areas: 

•	 Top horizontal bar 
This area shows the status of the data reported in the following table. 

Graphical Data Description 

Number
of the environment

It's the number of the environment.   
Please note that for the proper functioning of the Well-Contact software you'll need to configure 
all environments numbers during the configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software.

Name 
of the environment

It is a text field that displays the name of the environment (if you have entered it during the con-
figuration of the Well-Contact Suite software). 
This data can be displayed or hidden using the "Show optional description" button ( ).

  

 

Alarms 
in the environment

If an alarm event occurs, associated with the environment, you'll see an icon for the type of 
alarm that occurs.  
If multiple alarm events occur simultaneously, only one symbol is displayed, starting from the one 
indicating the most serious alarm (depending on the level assigned, during the configuration, to 
the specific alarm). 
Only after the higher priority alarm event has been solved, the symbol of the next (in terms of 
severity) alarm will appear. 
The following alarm symbols are provided:

•   : Request for assistance from the customer

•   : Fire Alarm

•   : Technical alarm

•   : Intrusion Alarm

•   : Flooding danger alarm 

•   : Temperature is too high alarm 

•   : Temperature is too low alarm 

•   : Service in room request alarm

Access to the detail view of the custom environment
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing a custom environment, you'll access the "detail view" of the custom environment. The "detail view" of the 
custom environment is described in the chapter The detail view of the custom environment.
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Detail view of the custom environment
It is the view representing the environment "custom environment" in detail.   
As mentioned previously, in the description of the summary view of the custom environments, you'll reach the detail view of a custom environment select-
ing (left-clicking) the related summary symbol. 
From the detail view of a custom environment you can then go to the detail view of the next and previous custom environment through the "previous" and 
"next" buttons. 

The detail view window of a custom environment appears as shown in the picture below: 

As for the use of this window, follow the considerations made during the description of the detail view of the environments. 
Then, refer to the chapter "The detail view of the environment" for the description of the detail view of the custom environments.

Zone Masters

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides the ability to create virtual environments containing virtual devices (associated with real devices of the same 
type), to facilitate the control of a set of devices (of the same type) to be controlled in the same way. 
Such environments are called "zone masters".  
For a detailed description of the "Zone Master" refer to the chapters ."Functions Master" and "Zone Master"

The overall view of all zone masters
It is the view where each zone master is represented by a graphical symbol. 

The symbol represents the name of zone master in the "title bar", as defined during the configuration. 
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The following picture shows the overall view of all zone masters

Access to the detail view of the zone masters
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing a zone master, you'll access the "detail view" of the zone master. The "detail view" of the zone master is 
described in the chapter The detail view of the zone master.

Detail view of a zone master
It is the view representing the "zone master" in detail.   
As mentioned previously, in the description of the summary view of the zone master, you'll reach the detail view of a zone master selecting (left-clicking) 
the related summary symbol. 
From the detail view of a zone master you can then go to the detail view of the next and previous zone master through the "previous" and "next" buttons. 
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The detail view window of a zone master appears as shown in the picture below: 

To the detail view of a zone master you can give the appearance of a real environment, though it's actually a virtual environment.  The virtual environment 
contains symbols of the devices, which are also associated with a virtual set of real devices (of the same type) belonging to the real environments. 
Operating a virtual device, you're actually operating all devices associated with it: the Well-Contact Suite software sends the command the user gives to 
the virtual device to all real devices associated with it. 
In that regard, please note that after giving an order to a virtual device, the commands to the real devices are sent from the Well-Contact Suite software in 
a sequence, respecting the time interval between a command and the next, as set during the configuration.  
Until the completion of the procedure of sending of commands to all devices associated with the virtual device, you cannot send a command to a master.  
If you try to send such a command to a master before the execution of a previous command is completed, you'll see the following warning message. 

In this case, you'll have to wait before sending a subsequent command to the master. 

The symbols on the virtual devices (which are functions masters) are similar to those on the real devices with one major difference: 

The symbols on the virtual devices (functions masters) cannot display the status.  This is because they are associated with a set of real 
devices that could have a different status from one another.  
The main purpose of the masters, however, is to send the same commands to a consistent set of devices, regardless of their status. 

To send a command to a virtual device (functions master), select (left click) the graphical symbol that represents it, exactly as you would to control real 
devices. 
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Sending a Command to a virtual On/Off device
Proceed as follows: 

1. Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the 
same command to. 

2. A window from which you can issue the command appears.  This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device (the 
same as for the real devices it represents).  
Here is an example of a window used to send a command to a virtual device (functions master).  
 

    

3. Press the button of the command you want to send.  
To exit the window press "Exit". 

Sending a Command to a virtual thermostat
Proceed as follows: 

 1.  Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the 
same command to. 

 2.  A window from which you can issue the command appears.  This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device 
(the same as for the real devices it represents).  
The following picture shows the window for sending commands to a virtual device (functions master) of the thermostat-type.  
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As mentioned previously, the windows for sending commands to functions masters contain input fields required for the actual devices 
windows, but do not contain fields designed to display the status.  
Consequently, for the description of the command fields of this window, refer to the thermostat one, as described in detail in the chapter 
The thermostat setting window of the Well-Contact system. 
The first time you open the command window of a functions master of a thermostat, or at least if no changes were carried out and then 
saved.  the numeric fields contain default values.  
Below is the description of the buttons at the bottom of the window: 

a.  "Undo Operation" button This button exits the functions master control window without sending or saving any changes made on 
the same fields.

b.  The "Save" button  This button allows you to save all settings data of the current functions master.  This command can be useful 
in the following two cases: 

•  You want to save your settings so you can later send them to the real thermostats associated with them. 

•   You want to save the new settings so they can be used as the default for the real thermostats associated with them, that have 
been assigned that functions master as "default".

c.  The "Run" button. This button allows you to send to the real thermostats the settings made or at least the settings currently dis-
played in the functions master window.  
 
IMPORTANT. Please note the following very important notes. 

•   Pressing the "Run" button ALL the commands in the setup window of the master are sent to the associated (and activated) 
thermostats.  
The commands are sent to thermostats at real time intervals (using the settings in the window for the creation and configuration 
of the master).  
If you have associated many thermostats with the functions master, it can take several minutes for all commands to be sent to all 
associated (and activated) thermostats.  
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If you try to run a functions master's commands while running a previous functions master, the following message appears:  
 

             
 
In this case, you'll have to wait before sending a subsequent command to the master. 

•			In order for the commands to be sent from the functions master to a real thermostat associated, it is necessary that "Enable 
thermostat management through associated masters" is enabled the real thermostat's window. 
Otherwise, even if that real thermostat has been associated with a functions master during its creation and configuration, 
when you press the "Run" button from the window of the associated functions master, no command will be sent to that real 
thermostat. 

•			A real thermostat can be associated, as for commanding, to multiple functions master.

•		A real thermostat can be associated with A SINGLE functions master to restore the default data.  

 3. Making the desired commands.  

Functions Masters

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides the ability to create virtual devices (associated with real devices of the same type), to facilitate the control of a set 
of devices (of the same type) to be controlled in the same way. 
Such environments are called "functions masters".  
For a detailed description of the functions master, refer to the chapters "Functions Master" and "Zone Master"

The overall view of all functions masters
It is the view where each functions master is represented by a graphical symbol. 

The symbol represents the name of functions master in the "title bar", as defined during the configuration. 
The following picture shows the overall view of all functions masters
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Access to the detail view of the functions masters
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing a functions master, you'll access the "detail view" of the functions master. The "detail view" of the functions 
master is described in the chapter The detail view of the functions master.

Detail view of a functions master
It is the view representing the "functions master" in detail.   
As mentioned previously, in the description of the summary view of the functions master, you'll reach the detail view of a functions master selecting (left-
clicking) the related summary symbol. 
The appearance of the detail view of a functions master depends on the type of functions master (i.e. the type of real devices associated with it). 

Sending a Command to a virtual On/Off device
Proceed as follows: 

1. Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the 
same command to. 

2. A window from which you can issue the command appears.  This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device (the 
same as for the real devices it represents).  
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Here is an example of a window used to send a command to a virtual device (functions master).  
 

                                          

3. Press the button of the command you want to send.  
To exit the window press "Exit". 

Sending a Command to a virtual thermostat
Proceed as follows: 

1. Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the 
same command to. 

2. A window from which you can issue the command appears.  This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device (the 
same as for the real devices it represents).  
The following picture shows the window for sending commands to a virtual device (functions master) of the thermostat-type.  
 

 
 
As mentioned previously, the windows for sending commands to functions masters contain input fields required for the actual devices 
windows, but do not contain fields designed to display the status.  
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Consequently, for the description of the command fields of this window, refer to the thermostat one, as described in detail in the chapter The 
thermostat setting window of the Well-Contact system. 
The first time you open the command window of a functions master of a thermostat, or at least if no changes were carried out and then saved.  
the numeric fields contain default values.  
Below is the description of the buttons at the bottom of the window: 

a.  "Cancel" This button exits the functions master control window without sending commands to the associated thermostats..

b. The "Enter" button. This button allows you to send to the real thermostats the settings made or at least the settings currently 
displayed in the functions master window.  
 
IMPORTANT. Please note the following very important notes. 

•	  Pressing the "Enter" button ALL the commands in the setup window of the master are sent to the associated (and activated) 
thermostats.  
The commands are sent to thermostats at real time intervals (using the settings in the window for the creation and configuration 
of the master).  
If you have associated many thermostats with the functions master, it can take several minutes for all commands to be sent to 
all associated (and activated) thermostats.  
If you try to run a functions master's commands while running a previous functions master, the following message appears:  
 

             
 
In this case, you'll have to wait before sending a subsequent command to the master. 

•	  In order for the commands to be sent from the functions master to a real thermostat associated, it is necessary that "Enable 
thermostat management through associated masters" is enabled the real thermostat's window. 
Otherwise, even if that real thermostat has been associated with a functions master during its creation and configuration, 
when you press the "Run" button from the window of the associated functions master, no command will be sent to that real 
thermostat.  

•	 A real thermostat can be associated, as for commanding, to multiple functions master.

•	 A real thermostat can be associated with A SINGLE functions master to restore the default data. 

3. Making the desired commands.  
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Sending a Command to a virtual Rolling Shutter
Proceed as follows:

1. Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the same com-
mand to. 

2. A window from which you can issue the command appears. This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device (the same as 
for the real devices it represents).

The following picture shows the window for sending commands to a virtual device (functions master) of the Rolling Shutter type.

The command is sent to the shutter actuators associated with the function master at the time of action on the virtual Rolling Shutter object (pressing the 
buttons or releasing the slider cursor). The commands are not stored in the software database and there are no default values when the widget is opened 
(the cursor positions are always 0%).

Sending a Command to a virtual Dimmer
Proceed as follows: 

1. Left click with the graphical symbol that identifies the virtual device (functions master) that represents the real devices you want to give the same com-
mand to.

2. A window from which you can issue the command appears. This window displays the available commands for that type of virtual device (the same as 
for the real devices it represents). 

 The following picture shows the window for sending commands to a virtual device (functions master) of the Dimmer type.

The command is sent to the dimmers associated with the function master at the time of action on the virtual Dimmer object (pressing the buttons or 
releasing the slider cursor). The commands are not stored in the software database and there are no default values when the widget is opened (the cursor 
position is always 0%).

The scenarios 

Introduction
The Well-Contact Suite software provides the ability to create scenarios to facilitate the control of a set of devices. 
A scenario is a sort of "snapshot" of the devices paired during configuration. 
Activating a scenario (which must have been previously created) all the commands that were provided during the configuration are sent to the devices 
associated with it. The list of commands that make up a scenario is sent sequentially in the same order and timing as defined during the configuration of 
the scenario. 

Note: the scenario, unlike the functions master, sends the commands defined during the configuration. 
For a detailed description of the scenarios, see the chapter The scenarios. 
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The overall view of all scenarios
It is the view where each scenario is represented by a graphical symbol. 

The symbol represents the name of the scenario in the "title bar", as defined during the configuration. 
The following picture shows the overall view of all scenarios

Access to the detail view of the scenario
Selecting (left clicking) the symbol representing a scenario, you'll access the "detail view" of the scenario. The "detail view" of the scenario is described in 
the chapter "Detail view of the scenario".

Detail view of the scenario
It is the view representing the scenario in detail.   
As mentioned previously, in the description of the summary view of the scenarios, you'll reach the detail view of a scenario selecting (left-clicking) the 
related summary symbol. The appearance of the detail view of a scenario is shown in the picture below. 

To activate the scenario, press the button "Enable". 
To exit the window without activating the scenario press "Exit". 
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The "Events List" subsection

To access the "Events List" sub-section, go to the "Supervision" section (by pressing the "Supervision" button) and then press the "Events List" button. 
Through this subsection, you can view, and possibly export to MS Excel file format (.xls), the set of events that the Well-Contact Suite software is able to 
store. 
To facilitate the consultation of all data, it has been divided into several categories, displayed in the respective lists.

Possible events list can be seen in the following table: 

Graphical List Name Description 

Accesses In this list is the environments access data, sent by transponder readers. 

Presence of In this list is the presence in the environment data, sent by pocket transponder readers. 

Login In this list is the Well-Contact Suite software access data. 

Commands In this list are the commands that the Well-Contact Suite software sent to the automation system. 

Search Pressing this button opens a window through which you can search for events on the active list. 

Note: from the configuration menu you can define the period after which the Well-Contact Suite software erases all stored data (events), allowing the sys-
tem managers to maintain the history of such data for the selected period (refer to the chapter General parameters configuration - Log). 

The appearance of the "Event List" sub-section is shown in the picture below.

You can identify the following areas, which will later be described in detail: 

•	 Title bar.  It consists of the top of the window.   
The left side is where the text description of the active event list is displayed.  
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•	 Workspace.  It is represented by a window that displays the list of active events.  
 

 
 

•	 Area with the buttons to select the event list.  Through the buttons in this area you can select the list of events you want to view in your 
workspace.  
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•	 The events lists listed above are described in detail in the next few chapters.  
 

 

•	 The "Export List" button. This button allows you to export the list of active events in an MS Excel file format (.xls).  
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•	 Pressing this button displays the window shown in the picture below.  
 

                   
 
To export the list of events: 

a. Type a name for the file in the "File Name" field. 

b. Select the folder where to save the file. 

c. Press the "Move" button  
To exit without exporting the events list, press the "Cancel" button.  

Here follows the detailed description of the event lists provided by the Well-Contact Suite software. 

Sorting out data presented in the lists
In all the lists displayed you can sort the data according to any of the parameters provided for that particular list. 
You can sort in "increasing" or "decreasing" order.  You can toggle them (left) clicking the box that identifies the column name on top of the window. 
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The "Access" list

This list, as anticipated previously, shows all the access data provided by a transponder reader. 

 

The parameters displayed for each item in the list are described in the description box for each column of the list, and are described in detail in the follow-
ing table. 

Parameter Name 
(column) 

Description 

Date and Time Date and time of access event 

Outcome
Outcome of access:   
    X = Access Denied 
    V = Access Allowed 

Environment 
Environment related to the access event.  This is the environment where the transponder reader that sent the data is 
located. 

Device Description of the transponder reader that sent the data. 

Card Code It is the code that identifies the card (access card). 

NCard 
It is the index of the card assigned to the user.  As described above, in fact, if a user has been assigned multiple cards, 
these are determined by a sequential index (starting with #1). 

Owner Full Name of the user who has been assigned the card that was read by a transponder reader. 
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The "Presence" list 

This list, as anticipated previously, shows all the access data provided by a pocket transponder reader. 

The parameters displayed for each item in the list are described in the description box for each column of the list, and are described in detail in the follow-
ing table. 

Parameter Name 
(column) 

Description 

Start Date and time of the beginning of the presence (insertion of the card in a pocket transponder reader) 

End Date and time of the ending of the presence (insertion of the card in a pocket transponder reader) 

Outcome
Result of card acceptance by the pocket transponder reader:   
    X = Access Denied 
    V = Access Allowed 

Environment 
Environment related to the access event.  This is the environment where the transponder reader that sent the data is 
located. 

Device Description of the transponder reader that sent the data. 

Card Code It is the code that identifies the card (access card). 

NCard 
It is the index of the card assigned to the user.  As described above, in fact, if a user has been assigned multiple cards, 
these are determined by a sequential index (starting with #1). 

Owner Full Name of the user who has been assigned the card that was read by a transponder reader. 
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The "Login" list

This list, as anticipated previously, shows all the Well-Contact Suite software access data. 

The parameters displayed for each item in the list are described in the description box for each column of the list, and are described in detail in the follow-
ing table. 

Parameter Name 
(column) 

Description 

Login Date and time of the log in to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

Logout Date and time of the log out to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

PC-Name Name of the computer from which you accessed the Well-Contact Suite software. 

Level Level of the user who logged on to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

Username Username of the user who logged on to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

User name Name of the user who logged on to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

User's Last Name Last name of the user who logged on to the Well-Contact Suite software. 

Note: The login list can also display access by the Well-Contact Suite Software services which begin at computer startup.  These accesses are performed 
by the user with username "System", name "System Services" and last name "System Services". 
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The "Commands" list

This list, as anticipated previously, shows all the commands sent from the Well-Contact Suite software to the automation system. 

The parameters displayed for each item in the list are described in the description box for each column of the list, and are described in detail in the follow-
ing table. 

Parameter Name 
(column) 

Description 

Date and Time Date and time of command sending. 

Address Group address to which the command was sent. 

Value Value of the command. 

Description Description of the group address to which the command was sent. 

Scenario Indicates whether the command sent is part of a scenario. 

PC-Name Name of the computer from which the command was sent.  

Username Username of the user who was logged in to the Well-Contact software suite at the time of the command. 

Outcome
Outcome of the command:  
    X= The command was not sent successfully 
    V = The command was sent successfully
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The Administration section

Introduction

From the Administration section, you can manage the staff of the accommodation.
The main functions performed by this section are listed below and are described in detail in the following chapters.

•	 Viewing the lists of "active" staff and the historical archive of staff.

•	 Searching the lists of the "Active staff" and "Staff Archive".

•	 Access the staff data sheets (both active and present in the archive):

	 Personal data

	 Data regarding the specific function of the person

	 Data cards (access cards) assigned to staff

The Administration section includes two subsections:

•	 The "Staff" subsection. In this subsection are the lists of the "active" staff and that of the staff historical archive, and it also allows for a search 
in the same lists

•	 The "Staff Details" subsection provides access to staff records in the lists of the "Staff" subsection. 

The "Staff" subsection

To access the "Staff" subsection, go to "Administration" (pressing "Administration") and then press "Staff".
The appearance of the "Staff" sub-section is shown in the picture below.

From the Staff window you can see the following areas:
• The staff list 
• The “New Staff” button
• The “Export List” push button. If the list contains at least one element, there is the “Export List” push button, by pressing which you can export the contents 

of the displayed list in xls format.
• The navigation area (choice of the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software). 

In the subsection are the following buttons:
• The button for selecting the “Active Staff”
• The button for selecting the “Staff Archive”
• The button for searching the staff
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The staff list 

The staff list consists of a table whose rows represent the staff members (one row for each staff member) and whose columns display the main staff data.
In the following picture is highlighted the section that displays such list within the staff window.

  

The section reserved for the staff  list may take two main aspects:

•	 "Active Staff" list 

•	 "Staff Archive" list

The "Active Staff" or the "Archive" can be viewed pressing the buttons for choosing the personal category to display, located under the button to choose 
the "Staff" sub-section of the "Administration" section.
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The button for searching in the events list

Using this button, you can search in each of the sub-sections of the events list.
Pressing "Search the List" activates the search procedure in the events list currently displayed. 

Search in Events-Access list

1. Select the Events-Access list
2. Press the search button  This window appears

DEVICE: Clicking on the button "Define" displays the tree structure of the configured devices, where you can select the appropriate device for the search; 
clicking "Delete" will delete the selection
CARD CODE: you can enter the code of the card to search
OWNER: you can enter the name and/or last name of the owner of the card
DATE: you can enter the period to search
RESULT: You can perform a search if the outcome of the command linked to the device is not successful (negative), or if the outcome of the command 
linked to the device is successful (positive), or in both cases (positive and negative)
ENVIRONMENT: you can enter the environment to search
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Search in Events-Presence list

1. Select the Events-Presence list
2. Press the search button. This window appears

 

DEVICE: clicking the button "Define" displays the tree structure of the configured devices, where you can select the appropriate device for the search; 
clicking "Delete" will delete the selection
CARD CODE: you can enter the code of the card to search
OWNER: you can enter the name and/or last name of the owner of the card
DATE: you can enter the period to search
TYPE: If end presence is set, the search is performed on users/staff members who are no longer present in the room; if end presence isn't set, the search 
is performed on all users/staff members.
RESULT: You can perform a search if the outcome of the command linked to the device is not successful (negative), or if the outcome of the command 
linked to the device is successful (positive), or in both cases (positive and negative)
ENVIRONMENT: you can enter the specific environment to search
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Search in Events-Login list

1. Select the Events-Login list
2. Press the search button. This window appears

USERNAME: you can enter the Username to search
PC NAME: you can enter the Pc Name to search
DATE: you can enter the period to search
TYPE: If LogOut isn't set, the search is performed on all users/staff members; if LogOut is set, the search is performed only on customers/staff members 
who have exited the program.
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Search in Events-Commands list

1. Select the Events-Commands list
2. Press the search button. This window appears

USERNAME: you can enter the Username to search
PC NAME: you can enter the Pc Name to search
ADDRESS/OBJECT: clicking the button "Define" displays the tree structure of the configured addresses, where you can select the appropriate address 
for the search; clicking "Delete" will delete the selection
SCENARIO: you can enter the scenario to search
DATE: you can enter the period to search
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The "Active Staff" list
The list contains all active staff members hat have been given at least one active card (at least one access card has been programmed and activated).
To view the Active Staff, select the button shown in the picture below, under the "Staff" section in the "Administration" section. 
 

                                                                            

The list of active staff is shown in the picture.

The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to active users:

•	 Salutation.

•	 Name. 

•	 Last name. 

•	 Function. Note on the possible function or assigned duties.

•	 Card. Number of active cards assigned.
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Sorting the list
You can sort the list of staff members with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing a staff member details
From the list of active users you can switch to the detail view of the staff (left) clicking the corresponding row on the list.
To return to the staff list (left) click the "Staff" button of the "Administration" section.

The "Staff Archive" list
The list contains all active staff members of who are not in possession of an active card. 
Therefore, to this list belong the staff members:

•	 Who were included in the Well-Contact Suite software database but there's still no active cards (access cards) available for them.

•	 Who were part of the "Active" staff members list whose cards have later been disabled (access card) (or access cards). 

To view the "Staff Archive", select the button shown in the picture below, under the "Staff" section in the "Administration" section.

 

                                                                           

The archived staff list is shown in the picture
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The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to active users:

•	 Title.

•	 Name. 

•	 Last name. 

•	 Function. Note on the possible function or assigned duties.

•	 Card. Number of assigned cards not yet activated. 

Sorting the list
You can sort the list of staff members with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing a staff member details
From the list of archived customers you can switch to the detail view of the staff (left) clicking the corresponding row on the list.
To return to the staff list (left) click the "Staff" button of the "Administration" section.

Navigation area

The navigation area includes, at the bottom, the buttons for selecting the section of the Well-Contact Suite software.

On top, however, there are buttons for navigating the selected subsection.
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The button for selecting the list of active staff members

                                                                            

The button for selecting the staff archive

                                                                            

The button to search the list of the currently active staff
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Pressing the search button you can search the list of the staff members that are active at that time (in the picture a search in the active staff list is started), 
from the window shown in the picture below.

Enter the last name to search in the staff list and press the "Search" button.
To cancel the search press the "Exit" button.
The search procedure ends with the display of the search results in the staff list. The staff members that meet the search criteria will be displayed.
To return to the full staff list, press the button to view the desired list (active or archived staff).
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The “Remove selected” button
Pressing the “Delete selected” button, one or more names can be removed from the personal archive.  
The “Delete selected” button becomes active after selecting one or more entries in the list by pressing the corresponding check -box in the “Remove” column. 
The check-box in the description cell of the “Delete” column allows you to select/deselect all entries in the list.  

The “New Staff” button
The “New Staff” button, shown in the picture below, allows you to create a new card for a staff member in the Well-Contact Suite software database.
Pressing this button, the window of the subsection "Staff Detail" appears, where you can input the data referred to the new staff member.

Note: When inserting the last name of a new staff member, the “Cancel” button is displayed on bottom left, which allows instant cancellation of the staff 
member data. If you do this, the name of the staff member will be deleted, that is not saved to the Software.
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The "Staff Detail" subsection

The "Staff Detail" window can be accessed in different ways:

•	 Pressing the "New Staff" button from the "Staff" subsection. 

•	 Left-clicking the button next to a row in the active staff list.

•	 Left-clicking the button next to a row in the archived staff list.

The "Staff Detail" window will look as shown in the picture below (if a new staff member is created)

After entering the staff member  data, the window will look as shown in the following picture.
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The "Staff Detail" window is divided as follows:

•	 Area for the "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections.

•	 Area of staff data: personal data, list of assigned access cards.

•	 Selected card details area.

•	 Icon to activate the configuration menu.

The following chapters describe the above areas in detail.
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Area of "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections

This area contains buttons that can be accessed through the various sections and subsections of the Well-Contact Suite software.
At any time (except when using the "ETS Configuration" dialog), you can know the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software where you 
are.
It is an area that appears in all windows "in use" of the software, except the "ETS Configuration" dialog.
At the bottom of this area there are buttons that allow you to switch to other parts of the Well-Contact Suite software: Reception, Supervision, 
Administration, Alarms/Messages, and Logout.
At the top of this area there are buttons that allow you to access the subsections of the currently selected section.
When the "Staff Detail" window is active, in the space reserved for the selection of the subsections of the Administration section, the "Staff Detail" also 
appears to highlight the active subsection.
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Staff data area

In this area there are the staff member and associated access cards details, grouped into three sub-areas:

•	 Staff member status

•	 Personal data.

•	 List of assigned access cards.
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Staff status (Staff Detail section)

This area displays the status of the staff members: active, archived, or locked.
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Staff personal data 

The picture displays the area of the window reserved for entering the personal data. This area is also divided in two parts:

•	 "Main" data area.  
Here, you will find the following fields:

	 Last name 

	 Name 

	 Salutation

	 Notes  
 
IMPORTANT: In order to enter the card of a staff member you need to fill the field "Last Name".

•	 "Extended" data area.  
Here, you will find the following fields:

	 Street 

	 Post Code 

	 Prov.  (Province) 

	 City 

	 Function. In this field you can indicate the function or task of the person in the accommodation.

	 Telephone  
You can set up to a maximum of three phone numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu that appears when you click the 
"Telephone" button.

	 Mobile Phone  
You can set up to a maximum of three cellphone numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu that appears when you click the 
"Mobile" button.
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	 Fax  
You can set up to a maximum of three fax numbers, selectable via the drop-down menu that appears when you click the "Fax" 
button.

	 E-mail  
You can set up to a maximum of three e-mail addresses, selectable via the drop-down menu that appears when you click the 
"E-mail" button.

	 (Fiscal  Code 
You can set both the fiscal code and the VAT number, selectable via the drop-down menu that appears when you click the "Fiscal 
Code" button.

	 C. Identity 
You can set data for Identity Card, Passport, Driver's License or any other identification document, selectable via the drop-down 
menu that appears when you click the "ID Card" button.

	 Picture  
You can insert a picture of the user that will be displayed in the space shown in the following picture. 
 

                      
 
To insert a picture in this area, follow these steps:

	 (Left) click the area of the picture as shown in the following picture.  
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	 The window for the picture selection appears. 
 

     

	 Locate the photo on your computer and press the "Open" button, to set the desired picture.

	 NOTE: 
The area for the staff "extended" data can be hidden (minimized) pressing the "-" button located above the same area. 
The space where extended data was displayed appears blank (by default), but you can use it to display a picture 
(unique for all staff members and users), which can be set from the "General settings" window. You can access this 
configuration window from "General Settings Configuration" in the Configuration menu (refer to chapter User Detail 
Background). 
This area can be used to display, for example, the logo of the accommodation or company. 
After being minimized, the area for the "extended" data can be made visible by pressing the "+" button located above 
the same area. 

Summary table of the data that can be set for the staff
Here follows a summary table of all the staff data that can be entered for each staff member.
Please remember the Last name is a required field

Data Setting Area 
Last name "Main" data area

Name "Main" data area
Title "Main" data area

Notes "Main" data area
Street "Extended" data area

Post Code "Extended" data area
Prov. "Extended" data area
City "Extended" data area

Function "Extended" data area
Telephone "Extended" data area

Home Phone "Extended" data area
Office Phone "Extended" data area
Mobile Phone "Extended" data area

Personal Mobile "Extended" data area
Office Mobile "Extended" data area

Fax "Extended" data area
Staff Fax "Extended" data area
Office Fax "Extended" data area

E-mail "Extended" data area
E-mail 2 "Extended" data area

Office E-mail "Extended" data area
Fiscal Code "Extended" data area
VAT Number "Extended" data area

ID "Extended" data area
Passport "Extended" data area

Driver's License "Extended" data area
Other "Extended" data area
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Picture "Extended" data area

List of access cards created for the staff 

In the area shown in the picture above we can distinguish the following elements:

•	 List of access cards associated with the staff member. 

•	 "Add access card" button for the (logical) creation of a new card. 

•	 "Delete access card" button to delete the selected card associated with the selected staff member. 

This area is represented in detail in the following picture. 

                                       

List of access cards associated with the staff. 
The list of cards associated with the staff looks as shown below. 
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It includes all the access cards currently associated to the staff. 
The cards associated with a staff member are numbered starting from 1.  
An access card may have different status, highlighted by different graphical symbols and described in the following table. 

Graphical
symbol

Status Status description

Not Recorded

The card was created at a logical level. It exist in the Well-Contact Suite software database but has not yet 
been programmed (physically) and it has not been activated (the data concerning the access of the card has 
not been sent to the automation system yet).  
The access provided for this card is still not allowed. 

Activated 

The card was created at a logical level. 
The card has been programmed (physically).  
The card has been activated.  
The access provided for this card is allowed. 

Locked
It is a card that was active, but then all access initially scheduled for this card was (temporarily) locked.  
All rights of access provided for this card have been revoked. 

Expired

It was an active card, but the expiry limits (date and time) have been exceeded.
All access rights for this card have been revoked.
It is however possible to make this card operational again by modifying expiry date and time 
(higher than the current ones): all access rights for this card will be restored until the new 
expiry date and time.

The "Add Access Card" button

                                       

The "Add Access Card" button allows you to create (from a "logical" point of view) a new access card associated with the staff member.  
"Logical" point of view means that the card currently exists (with all rights of access and association with the staff member) only in the software database, 
but the automation system still does not recognize the card and related access privileges.  
Pressing the button "Add access card" creates a new card with the same rights to access as the card selected from the list of staff access cards. 
It is, in effect, a "duplicate card" function. You can change the rights of access of the cards from the area reserved for   the access cards details, as will be 
described below.  

The "Delete access card" button

                                       

The "Delete access card" button allows you to "delete" the access card selected from the list of cards associated with the staff member. 
The "Delete" option does the following: 

1. Deletes the card from the software database from a logical point of view

2. If the card has already been activated, informs all devices in the access control system that the deleted card no longer has any rights of 
access.   
It practically removes all rights of access on all access control system devices. 

Note: The deleting operation does not require to reprogram the card. An access card can be deleted without being (physically) available.

Duplicate card creation 
To create the duplicate card for a staff member, which is already present in the list of access cards associated with the staff member, proceed as follows: 

1. Select the card you want to duplicate from list of the access cards associated with the staff member.  The selection is done left-clicking the 
graphical symbol corresponding to the card to duplicate. 

2. Press the "Add Access Card" button 
The newly created card will be a duplicate of the selected card in the sense that it has the same rights of access. 

Note: To activate a card, as will be described below, you must press the "Write Card" button from the detail area of this card. 
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The "Back to Staff List" button 
This button, which appears only until at least one of the staff member cards has been activated, allows you to return to the staff list. 
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The "Revoke Access" button 

The "Revoke Access" button appears in the "Staff details" window only after at least one of the staff member cards has been created and activated. 
This button starts the procedure for revoking access rights to all the cards assigned to the staff member and must be pressed when you want to remove 
all access rights that were previously assigned.
The revoke access procedure performs the following operations: 

1. Removes all access rights to the environments selected during the creation of the access cards assigned to the staff member.  
 
NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards. All cards rights of access related to the selected environments are deleted and the cards will 
no longer be operational.

2. The staff member switches to the "Archived" status. 
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The "Lock Access" button 

The "Lock Access" button appears in the "Staff details" window only after at least one of the staff member cards has been created and activated. 
This button locks all environment access. In other words, all rights of access of the cards associated with the staff member are temporarily revoked.  

NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards.

The lock access operation may be canceled by pressing the "Unlock Access" button, which appears after enabling the access locking procedure for that 
staff member.
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The "Unlock Access" button 

The "Unlock Access" button appears in the "Staff Detail" window only after all the staff member access has been locked. 
This button activates all access privileges previously revoked (temporarily) via the "Lock Access" button.   

NOTE: It is not necessary to program the cards.
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Selected card details area

In the area for the selected card data, are grouped all the data referred to the card selected from the list of the card in the staff data area (described in the 
chapter List of access cards created for the staff).

The data is grouped into the following sub-areas: 

•	 Status bar of the card 

•	 Environment access

•	 Type of card 

•	 "Write Card" button
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Status bar of the card 

                

This area displays the status of the selected access card. 
The possible status of an access card is described in detail in the chapter List of access cards created for the staff .

Environment access

                

This area displays the list of the environments of the accommodation, set in the Well-Contact Suite software, which can (or will) be accessed with the 
selected card.   
The environments that can be accessed are highlighted with the color green (such as the three environments in the picture), while all environments that 
cannot be accessed with the card are in white. 

Grant a card rights to access an environment
In green are shown the environments which can be accessed, while the white color indicates the environments which can't. 
To add rights to access an environment (configured in the Well-Contact Suite system), left click (only once) the box that shows the environment you want 
(the symbol of an environment that cannot be accessed with the card is shown in white) as shown in the following picture.

                 

After selecting the symbol of the new environment to be accessed by the card, the symbol is highlighted in green.  
The adding of access rights to the environment is completed, as shown in the following picture. 
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Deny a card rights to access an environment
In green are shown the environments which can be accessed with the selected card, while the white color indicates the environments that cannot be 
accessed with the card. 
To revoke rights to access an environment, left click (only once) the box that shows the environment you want (the symbol of an environment that can be 
accessed with the card is shown in green) as shown in the following picture. 

            

After selecting the symbol of the environment not to be accessed by the card, this symbol is deselected and takes on the color white, as shown in the 
picture below.   

                   

The denying of access rights to the environment is completed. 

Grant a card rights to access all environments
You can quickly and easily grant a card the right to access all environments of the accommodation (configured in the Well-Contact Suite software). 
To do this, left click (only once) the "Add access for all environments" button highlighted in the following picture. 

                   

After pressing this button, all the rows related to the environments are highlighted (green) as shown in the picture below. 
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Deny a card rights to access all environments
You can quickly and easily deny a card the right to access all environments of the accommodation (configured in the Well-Contact Suite software). 
To do this, left click (only once) the "Remove access for all environments" button highlighted in the following picture. 

                     

After pressing this button all the rows related to the common areas will no longer be highlighted and will take the color white, as shown in the picture 
below. 

              

Setting access times for common areas 
The access time to common areas for the staff is set in the same way as for users.  Refer to the chapter "Setting access times for environments" of the 
"User Detail" subsection.  

Type of card 
The Well-Contact system provides seven types of cards (or rather seven types of users) that can be handled by the access control system. 
The transponder readers recognize the type of user assigned to the read card, and the Well-Contact system provides the management of these different 
types of users. 
Below is a table with these types of users:

•	 User
•	 Service
•	 Maintenance 
•	 Installer
•	 Security

•	 Assistant

•	 Administrator

The descriptions are indicative and not related to any particular function.
There are still seven types of users that can be distinguished by the transponders readers used by the Well-Contact system designers to create certain 
types of automation.
The following picture shows the menu through which you can set the type of user for the card assigned to the staff member.

Expiration date 
Using the date and time fields it is possible to set the expiration of the card.
Once the expiry limits have been exceeded, the Well-Contact Suite software revokes the access rights of the card and the status of the card becomes 
“expired”.
It is possible to make the expired card active again by setting an expiration date(date and time) following the current one: the change takes effect 
immediately and does not require rewriting the card.
When a new personal card is created, is set by default an expiration date of 10 years from the date of creation, but it can be changed.
It is however possible to change the expiration date and time of an active card at any time: the change takes effect immediately and does not require the 
rewriting of the card.

IMPORTANT: to manage card expiration, the Well-Contact Suite software must be operational and correctly connected to the KNX bus.
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"Write Card" button

                

In the area reserved to the card data is a button called "Write Card".
Pressing this button you can write (or store) the data related to the card on a real card and initiate the activation of the card itself (sending access data to 
the automation system).

Pressing the "Write Card" button the following procedures are started in a sequence:

1. Writing (programming) of the card through the card programmer. 

2. If the previous writing of the card has been concluded successfully, start the activation process of the card itself, sending the card access data 
to the automation system.

To create a card for an active staff member, proceed as follows:

1. Insert the card to be written (programmed) into the card programmer. 
Note: all data previously stored on the card will be deleted and replaced by new data.

2. Select the card you want to write from the list of cards associated with the staff member and then press the "Write Card" button in the detail 
area of the selected card, as shown in the following picture. 
 

 

 After pressing the "Write Card" button, the writing begins, characterized by the appearance of the following window: 
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3. If the procedure of writing the card is successfully completed, for some users the following window appears. The window closes automatically 
without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 
 
If the procedure of writing the card is not carried out properly, for example because a card is missing from the card programmer or due to a 
faulty card, the following window appears for a few seconds. The window closes automatically without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 
 
In this case, make sure you have correctly inserted the card into the programmer and repeat the procedure.  
If the problem occurs again contact the customer service. 

4. If the card writing is successful, the Well-Contact Suite software sends the data related to the access of the card to the automation system via 
the bus connection. 
If the sending of the data via the bus is not successful you'll receive an error message with information on the type of error returned. If the 
sending of data to the bus is not successful, the Well-Contact Suite software will make up to a maximum of three attempts to write on the bus. 
An example of error message related to the writing on the bus is shown in the following picture:                                                 
 

                                                 
 
If the writing on the bus keeps returning an error, check:

a. The correct physical connection of the bus to the computer where the Well-Contact Suite Office software is installed, through the 
appropriate interface.

b. The correct configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software.
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5. If writing ends in a positive way, the Well-Contact Suite software shows the new status of the card: "Enabled" as shown in the picture below 
(Card detail title bar). The card is operational. 
 

   

"Replace Card" button

                   

The "Replace Card" button allows you to activate the process of creating a card to replace a card previously created for the staff, which has, then, the 
status of "Active".  
The "Replace Card" button creates a new card with the same rights of access as the selected one.  
The previous card is disabled.  
This is useful if the staff member claims to have lost his card and asks for another.  
The newly created card will have the same rights of access as that previously assigned to the staff member; the old card assigned to the staff member will 
be inactive in any case. That way if someone finds the previous card of the staff member, they won't have access to any environment.
To replace a card, proceed as follows:

1. From the list of cards associated with the staff member, select the card you want to replace.

2 Insert a card into the card programmer.  
The writing procedure permanently erases all data on the card, which will be replaced by the current ones.
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Press the "Replace Card" button as shown in the picture below. 
 

 

After pressing the "Replace Card" button, the writing begins, characterized by the appearance of the following window: 
 

                                                

3. If the procedure of writing the card is successfully completed, for some users the following window appears. The window closes automatically 
without the need for any intervention. 
 

                                                 
 
If the procedure of writing the card is not carried out properly, for example because a card is missing from the card programmer or due to a 
faulty card, the following window appears for a few seconds. The window closes automatically without the need for any intervention. 
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4. If the card writing is successful, the Well-Contact Suite software sends the data related to the access of the card to the automation system via 
the bus connection. 
If the sending of the data via the bus is not successful you'll receive an error message with information on the type of error returned. If the 
sending of data to the bus is not successful, the Well-Contact Suite software will make up to a maximum of three attempts to write on the bus. 
An example of error message related to the writing on the bus is shown in the following picture:                                                 
 

                                                 
 
If the writing on the bus keeps returning an error, check:

a. The correct physical connection of the bus to the computer where the Well-Contact Suite Office software is installed, through the 
appropriate interface.

b. The correct configuration of the Well-Contact Suite software. 

3. After this, the new card will be operational and the previous card will be deactivated. 
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Icon to activate the configuration menu

Left-clicking the icon shown in the picture on top left of the Well-Contact Suite Software, you can access the configuration and utilities menu.
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The Alarms/Messages section 

Introduction

From the "Alarms/Messages" section you can view and manage the alarms generated by the Well-Contact automation system.
The main functions performed by this section are listed below and are described in detail in the following chapters.

•	 Viewing the list of "active" alarms and archived alarms.

•	 Viewing the detail data of the alarms included in the "active" and archived alarms list.

•	 Changing the signaling of an alarm: The alarms detail window.

The "Alarms/Messages" section includes two lists:

•	 The "Active Alarms" list.

•	 The "Archived Alarms" list.

NOTE: The “Export List” push button. Under the lists that contain at least one element there is the “Export List” push button, by pressing which you can export 
the contents of the displayed list in xls format.

Alarm warning

Introduction

The Well-Contact Suite software provides several ways to display alarm events generated by the Well-Contact automation system.
Please note that the proper management of the alarms by the Well-Contact suite software, implies a correct configuration of the same.
Upon the occurrence of an alarm event, detected by the Well-Contact Suite software, the following procedures start automatically:

•	 Displaying of a pop-up "Alert".

•	 Highlighting of the "Alarms/Messages" button. 

•	 Adding of the alarm to the list of active alarms.

Displaying of a pop-up "Alert".

Upon the occurrence of an alarm event, the Well-Contact Suite software generates a pop-up Alert, which appears on the left of the screen. It is a window 
that is displayed in the foreground, even if the Well-Contact Suite software is minimized or covered by other applications.
This window, normally remains visible (with a slight transparency) for about eight seconds and then disappears.
If you move the mouse over the window, the window remains indefinitely visible and decreases in transparency.
The next image shows an example of this window displaying two alarm events, with the software Well-Contact Suite minimized.
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If you move the mouse over the description of the type of alarm, this is highlighted and you can select it left-clicking it.

Left-clicking the highlighted text (in the same manner as links are usually highlighted), the alarm detail window appears, as shown in the picture below.

                                             

For a detailed description of this window, refer to the chapter The alarm detail window.
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Highlighting of the "Alarms/Messages" button.

Upon the occurrence of an alarm event, the button in the"Alarms/Messages" section is highlighted: the descriptive text of the button becomes red and an 
alert symbol appears, as shown in the picture below.

This button is shown until all alarms in the list of active alarms are solved.

Adding of the alarm to the list of active alarms.

The Well-Contact Suite Software manages two lists of alarms:

•	 The active alarms list. This is the list of alarms that have not yet been "solved".

•	 The active alarms list. This is the list of alarms that have already been solved and are stored as historical data.

Upon the occurrence of an alarm event a new row in the table representing the active alarm list is created. On this list the alarm event continues until 
solved (after which it will be moved to the alarms archive).

The change of status of environment representation in the "Supervision" section

As noted when describing the supervision section, if an alarm event has been linked to a particular environment during the configuration, when an alarm 
occurs the alarm status of the environment is highlighted.
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The alarm signaling in the summary view
In the environments summary view, the alarm status of a specific environment is highlighted in the color of the symbol that represents the environment.
In particular, if there is an alarm level 1 or 2, the symbol representing the environment takes on the color red, while if there is an alarm level 3 or 4 (and 
alarms type 1 or type 2 are not active at the same time and in the same environment), the symbol representing the environment will take on the color 
orange.
The following picture shows the situation with an alarm of type 2 in environment 103 - pool (red) and an alarm type 3 in environment 102 - Office 2 
(orange).
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The alarm signaling in the environments detail view
In the detail view of an environment, the "alarm in progress" status is displayed on the left side of the title bar, in the area reserved for displaying the envi-
ronment status.
The following picture shows the display of an alarm in an environment.
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The "Active Alarms" list

An alarm event is considered "active" until the "Solve Alarm" button in the detail window is pressed.
The "solution" of an alarm is allowed only to users of the Well-Contact software who have been granted such privilege. 

To access the list of "Active Alarms", go to "Alarms/Messages" (pressing the "Alarms/Messages" button) and then press the button in the list of active 
alarms, as shown in the picture below.

                                                                            

The list of active alarms is shown in the picture below.

The list of active alarms consists of a table whose rows represent the alarm events that are still active and whose columns display the main data related to 
the alarm.
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In the following picture is highlighted the section that displays such list within the active alarms window.

The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to active alarms:

•	 Alarm icon. Icon associated with an alarm event, defined during the configuration.

•	 Date and Time. Date and time when the alarm event occurred.

•	 Area. Environment or area where the alarm occured, if defined during the configuration (as defined on ETS3 project).

•	 Event. Description of the alarm event, defined during the configuration.

Sorting the list
You can sort the list with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing an active alarm details
From the list of active alarms you can switch to the detail view of a specific alarm selecting (double clicking) the corresponding row in the list, or pressing (left 
clicking) the corresponding row in the list and then pressing the "Alarm detail" button. See the chapter Alarm detail window.
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The "Alarm Detail" button
The "Alarm Detail" button opens the detail window of the alarm selected from the alarm list.
The detail window of the alarm is described in the chapter Alarm detail window.
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Area of "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections

This area contains buttons that can be accessed through the various sections and subsections of the Well-Contact Suite software.
At any time (except when using the "ETS Configuration" dialog), you can know the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software where you 
are.
It is an area that appears in all windows "in use" of the software, except the "ETS Configuration" dialog.
At the bottom of this area there are buttons that allow you to switch to other parts of the Well-Contact Suite software: Reception, Supervision, 
Administration, Alarms/Messages, and Logout.
At the top of this area there are buttons that allow you to access the subsections of the currently selected section.
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The "Alarm Archive" list

An alarm event is considered "closed" after the "Solve Alarm" button has been pressed in the related detail window.
The "solution" of an alarm is allowed only to users of the Well-Contact software who have been granted such privilege. 

To access the list of "Archived Alarms", go to "Alarms/Messages" (pressing the "Alarms/Messages" button) and then press the button in the list of archived 
alarms, as shown in the picture below.

                                                                            

The archived alarm list is shown in the following picture.

The list of active alarms consists of a table whose rows represent the alarm events that have been solved and whose columns display the main data 
related to the alarm.
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In the following picture is highlighted the section that displays such list within the archived alarms window.

The columns of the table refer the main data of interest related to active alarms:

•	 Alarm icon. Icon associated with an alarm event, defined during the configuration.

•	 Date and Time. Date and time when the alarm event occurred.

•	 Area. Environment or area where the alarm occured, if defined during the configuration.

•	 Event. Description of the alarm event, defined during the configuration.

•	 Date and Time of Solution. Date and time when the manager has declared an alarm solved pressing the "Alarm solved" button in the alarm 
detail window.

•	 Responsible. Name of the user of the software which declared the alarm event "solved".

•	 PC Name. Name of the computer from which the manager declared the alarm event "solved".
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Sorting the list
You can sort the list with reference to any of the columns of the table. 
To sort based on a specific column data, (left) click the description box of the column. 
For each click of the mouse, alternately, the list will be sorted in descending or ascending order.

Viewing an archived alarm details
From the list of archived alarms you can switch to the detail view of a specific alarm selecting (double clicking) the corresponding row in the list, or press-
ing (left clicking) the corresponding row in the list and then pressing the "Alarm detail" button. See the chapter Alarm detail window.

The "Alarm Detail" button
The "Alarm Detail" button opens the detail window of the alarm selected from the alarm list.
The detail window of the alarm is described in the chapter Alarm detail window.
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The "Export List" button
The "Export List"  button allows you to start the procedure to export the alarms archive to MS Excel (.xls file).
After pressing the "Export List" button the following window appears:

           

To proceed with the export of the list:

1. Name the file, filling the field "File Name".

2. Select the destination folder for the file to export.

3. Press "Save" to export the list, or Cancel to stop exporting the list and close the window.

The “Remove selected” button
Pressing the “Remove Selected” you can remove one or more items from the archive alarms.
The “Remove selected” button becomes active after selecting one or more entries in the list by pressing the corresponding check-box in the “Remove” 
column. The check-box in the description cell of the “Delete” column allows you to select/deselect all entries in the list.
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Area of "navigation" or selection of the Well-Contact Suite software sections
This area contains buttons that can be accessed through the various sections and subsections of the Well-Contact Suite software.

At any time (except when using the "ETS Configuration" dialog), you can know the section and subsection of the Well-Contact Suite software where you 
are.
It is an area that appears in all windows "in use" of the software, except the "ETS Configuration" dialog.
At the bottom of this area there are buttons that allow you to switch to other parts of the Well-Contact Suite software: Reception, Supervision, 
Administration, Alarms/Messages, and Logout.
At the top of this area there are buttons that allow you to access the subsections of the currently selected section.
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Displaying of the alarm detail window.

The alarm detail window can have two aspects, depending on whether it is related to an active alarm or an archived alarm.

Active alarm detail window

An active (not yet solved) alarm detail window is shown in the picture below.

                                                

It displays detailed information about the alarm:

•	 Environment where the alarm occurred (as described in the ETS project).

•	 Descriptive text that has been assigned, during configuration, to the specific alarm event.

•	 Possible descriptive text related to the action or actions which must be taken when this alarm event takes place (defined during the 
configuration of the alarm).

•	 Text field where the manager can add notes that will be stored in the Well-Contact Suite Software archive.

•	 "Solve later" button This button closes the alarm detail window not changing the status of the alarm, which remains "active".

•	 "Alarm Solved" button Pressing this button generates the following events:

	 Editing of the alarm status, toggling from "active" to "solved" and then "archived alarm".

	 Switching of the alarm from the list of active alarms to the alarm archive.

	 If defined during the configuration, sends the command to reset the alarm condition, as defined during the configuration.
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Archived alarm detail window

An archived (already solved) alarm detail window is shown in the picture below.

                                                

It displays detailed information about the alarm:

•	 Environment where the alarm occurred (as described in the ETS project).

•	 Descriptive text that has been assigned, during configuration, to the specific alarm event.

•	 Possible descriptive text related to the action or actions which must be taken when this alarm event takes place (defined during the 
configuration of the alarm).

•	 Possible notes that were added before the alarm was solved.

•	 The "Exit" button This button closes the window of the archived alarm.
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Exiting the software: Logout

This button allows you to:

•	 Exit the Well-Contact Suite software

•	 Change active user Log out the current user and display the window for the access of a subsequent user.

After pressing the "Logout" button the following window appears:
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Exiting the Well-Contact Suite Software

To exit the Well-Contact Suite software press the "Logout" button, as shown in the picture below.

Change User

To change the user press the "Change User " button, as shown in the picture below.

Exit window

To close the logout dialog without leaving the software or switch user, press the "Cancel" button, as shown in the picture below.
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